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GLOSSARY 

Ap  = specific count rate 
Aap = specific activity 

b (subscript) = denotes irradiation without a Cd-cover 

C = (l — e-Atm ) /Xtm  - correction factor that accounts for decay dur
ing the measuring period tm  

Cd (subscript) = usually denotes irradiation under a Cd-cover 

D = e~X t d  - decay correction factor for decay time t& 

Ecd = effective cadmium cut-off energy, usually .55 eV 

ENAA = epicadmium neutron activation analysis 
E0 = .0253 eV 

E r  = effective resonance energy 

F(Zi,a,f) = denotes a vector valued function 

f  = integrated subcadmium to epicadmium flux ratio 

Fed — epicadmium transmission factor for a Cd-cover 
Ge pi  = epithermal neutron self-shielding correction factor 

Gsub — subcadmium neutron self-shielding correction factor 
h = foil thickness 

i  (suffix) = denotes i-th different monitor 

Io = infinite dilution resonance integral for a 1/E epithermal spectrum 

Io(a) = infinite dilution resonance integral for a 1 /E1 + a  epithermal spec
trum 

M = atomic mass of irradiated element 
N = atom density 

Na = Avogadro's number 

NAA = reactor neutron activation analysis 

Np  = number of counts in a full energy peak corrected for pulse losses 

nsub = integrated subcadmium neutron density 

Qo = Ratio of resonance integral at infinite dilution to 2200 m/s (n,7) 
cross-section in a neutron flux with a 1 /E component 

xi 
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GLOSSARY-Continued 

Qo(oi) = Ratio of resonance integral at infinite dilution to 2200 m/s (n,7) 
cross-section in a neutron flux with a 1 /E1+a component 

QX  = cadmium ratio correction factor 

R = activation rate/target atom 

Red — Cd-ratio corrected for flux perturbations 

Red. — Cd-ratio not corrected for flux perturbations 

Re pi  = epicadmium activation rate/target atom 

Ra ub = subcadmium activation rate/target atom 

S = (l — e-A<irr)- saturation factor for an irradiation time ijrr 

T1/2 = half-life 

Tn = Maxwellian neutron temperature 

T0  — 293.59 K, Maxwellian reference temperature 

Uncertainty = It normally means sample standard deviation, but sometimes it 
is used in a more general sense 

Zi(Eri,...) = denotes a vector 

a = epithermal neutron spectrum shape-parameter factor for a 
l/E1+a epithermal neutron flux distribution function 

7 = branching ratio 

r = total width of resonance 

r7 = radiative width of resonance 

r„ = neutron width of resonance 

ep = absolute full energy peak efficiency 

ved = neutron velocity corresponding to Ecd 

w = mass of element 

Wj = data weights 

X, = value of In (ET ii) 

Yi = value of In 
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GLOSSARY-Continued 

0 = isotopic abundance 

A = decay constant 

&Er = microscopic cross section at the peak of a resonance 

cr(E) = (n,7) cross-section at neutron energy E 

<rj = estimated uncertainty in Y'f1 

C0 = C{EQ)= 2200 m/s (n,7) cross-section 
r r  = hNcrE r  

$ep« = integrated epithermal flux per unit ln(E) in case of a 1/E spec
trum and per unit E~a/a interval in the case of a l/E1+a spec
trum 

$'E P I(E) = epithermal flux distribution function 



ABSTRACT 

Assuming an epithermal neutron flux distribution function of the form 

Q'epi(E) oc l/E1+a, the epithermal flux-shape parameter, a, and the integrated 

subcadmium to epicadmium flux ratio, f, were experimentally determined for two 

irradiation facilities in the University of Arizona TRIGA Mark I reactor. 

Two equivalent approaches: the Multimonitor method and the Non-linear 

least-squares method , based on integral (reaction rate) techniques applied to thin 

foils of gold, zirconium, vanadium, dysprosium, copper, manganese and molybde

num, were used. The Non-linear least-squares approach was found superior to the 

Multimonitor method on the basis of smaller resulting uncertainties. 

The resulting parameters are: a = -.0396 ± .0104 and / = 16.89 ± 1.08 

for the Rabbit and a = -.0296 ± .0089 and / = 19.57 ± 1.26 for the Susan, where 

the reported uncertainties represent one sigma values. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

In its pure formulation, the solution of the problem of neutron behavior in a 

finite heterogeneous medium is extremely difficult. At the present time, complete 

solutions in terms of space, energy and time variables have not been obtained. 

But even if this were not the case, complete solutions contain such an enormous 

amount of information that their use becomes impractical. Prom the standpoint 

of reactor* neutron activation analysis (RNAA) or epithermal neutron activation 

analysis (ENAA), only solutions that involve the energy variable are needed. Spatial 

effects are generally less important because most irradiation facilities are localized in 

space and spatial neutronic variations within the reactor do not significantly affect 

the irradiation facility. Furthermore, although the angular neutron distribution 

function inside a reactor may exhibit a certain degree of anisotropy (especially near 

the core boundaries), the assumption of an isotropic distribution is in most cases 

a good approximation. Time-dependent effects are obviously important only when 

the neutron population is affected significantly by the passage of time. Fortunately, 

these effects are rarely encountered in most irradiation facilities. 

* the term reactor as used throughout this study refers to a well-moderated 

thermal fission reactor. 

1 
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Because of the physical nature of neutron production, slowing down, and 

diffusion in nuclear reactors, the energy range that a neutron may possess is con

veniently divided into three regions: fast, epithermal and thermal. In RNAA or 

ENAA only the last two regions are of importance. The fast region is generally 

not considered because the majority of (n,7) interactions occur in the thermal and 

epithermal regions. In addition, since the rate at which these interactions occur is 

directly proportional to the neutron flux, the knowledge of the neutron flux energy 

distribution (neutron spectrum) in these regions attains considerable importance. 

1.2 Neutron flux representation 

At a point inside a reactor, the neutron spectrum , may be approxi

mated by1 

*'(£) = II - 1) 

where «$*/, is a constant, Tn  is the neutron temperature and $'e p i(E) is the epithermal 

flux distribution function. For an ideal "1 /E" epithermal spectrum, $'e p i(E) oc 1/E. 

Prom slowing down theory, this is strictly valid only if 2 

a) the moderating medium is infinite and its nuclei can be considered at rest 
with respect to the neutron, 

b) the neutron sources are homogeneously distributed within the moderator, 

c) the slowing down power £S3 is a constant, and 

d) slowing-down occurs only via spherically-symmetric elastic collisions. 

These conditions are seldom met in nuclear reactors, so a deviation from the 

"1 /E" spectrum may therefore be expected. 
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Measurements performed by early researchers3-7 using integral (reaction 

rate) techniques have demonstrated that an adequate representation of the epither-

mal spectrum with "non- 1/E" characteristics may be given by: 

[ 1 -2 ]  

where $ep« is a constant and the epithermal-shape-parameter factor a is an irradi

ation site-specific constant which is independent of energy to a first approximation. 

It should be noted however, that a sound physical interpretation of a has not yet 

been established on purely theoretical grounds. In addition, the validity of eq. [1-

2] on grounds that a should be an energy-dependent parameter has recently been 

questioned8'9. Nevertheless, as described below, the use of the correction term a in 

NAA, generally provides a more accurate analysis. 

1.3 Principles of activation analysis 

In NAA, the mass of the element to be determined in a sample is normally 

obtained through three basic methods: the absolute method, the relative method 

and the single comparator method. The relative method requires the coirradiation 

and counting of the sample containing the unknown nuclide with a standard, for 

which the mass of the nuclide to be determined is known. This method requires 

the irradiation of many standards if the analysis of more than one nuclide in a 

sample is required. The absolute method is experimentally simpler since it only 

involves the irradiation of the sample containing the unknown nuclide with one 

known standard, but it requires the use of accurate nuclear parameters (i.e. M, 0, 
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7 and 0o) °f both unknown and standard nuclides. The accuracy of this method 

depends on the uncertainties associated with the nuclear constants used. 

The single comparator method10 represents an application of the absolute 

method to a single standard (comparator). However nuclear constants are no longer 

derived from calculation but determined experimentally with respect to this com

parator (usually gold), the so called ko factors. Once these factors, defined as 

k0 = (* denotes nuclear constants of the comparator nuclide), are deter

mined for a specific counting geometry, results of the same quality as those obtained 

with the relative method should be possible. In addition, if the epithermal spec

trum deviates from the ideal 1/E behavior, the knowledge of the parameter a is 

also required. The single comparator method is best suited for well thermalized 

irradiation sites where the flux does not vary significantly with time. Because of 

its experimental simplicity, the application of this method when a large number of 

nuclides are analysed is very useful. 

1.4 Importance of the correction term a in NAA 

The development of the single comparator method is mostly due to De Corte 

and coworkers. In connection with this work they have developed methodolo

gies that conveniently account for the epithermal flux non-ideality in RNAA or 

ENAA11-15. In addition, they have performed an extensive study of the errors 

resulting when no correction for a is applied. It is their conclusion that for most 

cases if no correction for a is applied, significant errors in the analytical results may 

be incurred. The following, excerpted from ref. 16, illustrates this point. 
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- The error increases with the absolute value of a. 

- Errors are larger in ENAA than RNAA. 

- For isotopes whose Qo value (i.e. ratio of resonance integral at infinite dilu
tion to 2200 m/s (n,7) crossection , Qo = Io/<ro is: 

- less than 1. The error is negligible in RNAA. Poor epithermal activa
tion makes ENAA undesirable. 

- between 1 and 10. The errors in RNAA reach up to 8 %. If ENAA is 
applied the errors can be as high as 67 % (e.g. 208Pb). 

- greater than 10. Errors as high as 30 % in RNAA and 50 % in ENAA 
may be incurred. Nominal errors range from 5 to 15 % and greater 
than 30 % for RNAA and ENAA respectively. 

The knowledge of a in reactor irradiation facilities where NAA is performed 

is thus of considerable importance for accurate analysis using the single comparator 

method. 

1.5 Objective 

The objective of the research reported here is to measure the epithermal 

shape-parameter factor a and the thermal to epithermal flux ratio / inside two 

irradiation facilities in the University of Arizona TRIGA MARK I research reactor. 

For this purpose, the Cd-ratio for Multimonitor method17 and a Non-linear least 

squares method applied to the cadmium ratios of the monitors Au, Zr, Mo, Cu, 

Dy, V and Mn, in the form of thin foils, were used. The Multimonitor method 

was selected from others available in the literature17'18 because of its accuracy, 

experimental flexibility and simple application. Based on the author's knowledge, 
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this work represents the first time the Non-linear approach has been used for the 

purposes here presented. 



CHAPTER 2. 

THEORY 

2.1 Reaction rate convention 

The H0gdahl19 rather than the more rigorous Westcott20 convention will be 

used to calculate (n,7) reaction rates. The H0gdahl convention, in its most general 

form, states that the activation rate/target atom, R, for a sample immersed in a 

reactor type neutron flux is given by 

R = cr(E)$'e p i(E) dE [2 - 1] 
J EA 

in which; 

J
r&cd 
'  n(E) dE 
0 

Uo = 2200 m/s. 

(TQ = CT(EQ) = 2200 m/s (^,7) absorption cross section 

cro(E) = (n,7) absorption cross section 

^epi(E) = epithermal flux distribution function, 

where nth represents the density of neutrons with energies up to the cadmium 

cutoff energy, Eca• The terms in eq. [2-1] represent the subcadmium, RAUB, and 

7 
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epicadmium, Repi, activation rates in that order. The cadmium cutoff energy, taken 

as .55 eV, is in turn defined as21 

"the cutoff energy of a perfectly (infinitely sharp) filter that allows the same 

total number of absorptions in a sample as does the given cadmium filter." 

2.2 Reaction rates in an ideal 1/E epithermal spectrum 

For an "ideal" 1/E epithermal spectrum, the epicadmium reaction rate may 

be determined by 
too 1 

Repi = *&ept I c(£/)—— = $epjJo [2 2] 
JEa & 

where, 

fOO 
$epi =  I $'(E)dE = integrated epithermal flux/unit ln(£) interval 

^ &Cd 
f°° / T l sdE , 

J0 = / <r(E) — [2-3] 
JEcd & 

= infinite dilution resonance integral for a 1 /E epithermal spectrum. 

Values for Jo are normally tabulated in the literature. 

The epicadmium reaction rate defined by eq. [2-2] is not valid where the 

epithermal spectrum does not have the 1/E behavior. A reformulation of Re p i  

in terms of a modified energy dependence of the epithermal spectrum is therefore 

necessary. 



2.3 Reaction rates in a HE1"t"Qf epithermal spectrum 

9 

In this study the epithermal flux distribution is assumed to be of the form: 

• w * > - % * ( % * ) "  p - 4 ]  

where: 

<bepi — integrated epithermal flux/unit of interval 

a — epithermal neutron spectrum shape-parameter factor 

Eref — reference energy that fixes the units of <B'E P I(E). 

For convenience ER EF is usually chosen as 1 eV 

For the non-ideal spectrum given by eq. [2-4] the epicadmium reaction rate becomes 

= r<,(E)-^g;dE 

= [2 — 5] 

where 

io(o) = l°°[2-6] 
J Ecd 

With the aid of a digital computer, Jo (a) can be evaluated through eq. [2-5] 

if the parameter a is known and if accurate (n,7) absorption cross section vs energy 

information is available. The use of this technique in NAA is clearly impractical. 

A much simpler alternative developed by De Corte and coworkers22 will be used 

instead. The method consists of converting known literature Jo values to Jo (a) 

values. This conversion is conveniently made through the effective resonance energy 

concept introduced by Ryves7. 
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2.4 Conversion of In to Ir\(a) using the effective resonance energy Er 

The effective resonance energy, E r ,  is defined by the relationship 

( E r  Ya_r0(a 
\ E r e f )  I ' o  

) 
[2- 7] 

Here, Iq and IQ(oc) are the reduced resonance integrals (1/v-tail substracted) for a 

1/E and a 1 /E1+a spectrum respectively, i.e.; 

roo 

dE 
E 

— r— f°° dE 
]E "°^JE c tEW 

= I cr„(E)—— 

= Jo — 2 cr o 
EQ 

Ecd 
[ 2 - 8 ]  

where E0  = .0253 eV 

w= r L(^)-
JEcd L 

CTo 
VE~o] 
£1/2 

dE jpa 
£l+a: ̂ ref 

= hCd a^E )E^E^ '^^L. 

^ _dE 

!Ea 
-Ei 

T{ \  2(T0  /  E0  (ER EF\A  

=  « a ) - T T S V i a t e l j  '  [ 2 - 9 ]  

The effective resonance energy defined by eq. [2-7] is an a dependent quantity. It 

has been shown22 however, that to a first approximation Er is given by 

ln(£r) 

with the weighting factors. 

w; = 

EiO;,-ln(-Sr,») 

E i w «  

r r,l 

Er,i 

[2 - 10] 

[2 - 11] 
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where 
i  — refers to the z'-th resonance 

Er<i — individual resonance energy 

crj — total neutron capture cross section at energy Eri, 

rr|i — radiation width. 

The most recent E r  values calculated through eq. [2-10] with resonance data 

from ref. 23 are tabulated in ref. 16 and are the ones used in this study. Introducing 

eq's [2-8] and [2-9] into eq. [2-7] yields, after rearrangement, 

ioH = 
_o f~^~ f Era\  . 2<r0 l~Er (E r e f\° 

°  V  Ea U r e /  J  (2a +  1 )  V  Ed \Ecd) ' 
[ 2 - 1 2 ]  

The epicadmium reaction rate/target atom for the spectrum of eq. 2-4 is thus given 

by eq. [2-5] in conjunction with eq. [2-9]. 

2.5 Reaction rates for RNAA with a l/E1 + a  epithermal component 

It follows from the preceeding discussion that the reaction rate of a sample 

inmersed in a reactor reactor neutron flux with a l/E1+a epithermal spectrum 

component is thus given by 

R = §3 u ba0  + Io{a)$e p i .  [2 - 13] 

Introducing the subcadmium to epicadmium flux ratio 

rvcd / poo 
f  = b/$epi = vo n{E) dE /  / *'  .(£) dE [2 - 14] 

J 0 /  J E(y d 
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and the ratio of resonance integral at infinite dilution to 2200 m/s (n,7) cross section 

Qo(a) = IQ{OC)/(TQ 

( £ 7 ) ° + ( f e ) * ' 1 2 " 1 5 1  

into eq. [2-13] yields 

R = $e pi<To[f + Qo(a)] • [2 — 16] 

The mutual dependance of the experimental and theoretical facets of this work is 

represented by eq. [2-16]. Its vital importance in the developments that follow 

cannot be overemphasized. 

2.6 Activation equations and the Cd-Ratio definition 

Most nuclear reactions of interest in this study can be represented by: 

YSl^l ( 2_17 |  
cr0,/0(a) A 

where, 
X — represents the target isotope, 

Y — represents the counted isotope, and 

A — is the decay constant 

If isotope Y is counted with a gamma-ray spectrometer, then the average count rate 

for  this  react ion without  a  Cd-cover ( i .e .  bare) ,  Ap | j ,  and with a  Cd-cover,  Ap \cd,  

are given by; 

Ap\b = NP b/tm  = ~]^-$epicr07 [/ + Qo(a)] SDCw\bep  [2 - 18] 

Ap\cd ~ Npcdftm ~ ^epi°'o7 Qs>(ot) SDCw\cd£p [2 — 19] 
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in which: 

N p  - number of counts collected in the full energy peak during measuring period 
im, corrected for pulse losses (deadtime, coincidence, pulse pile-up, etc.), 

S = (l — e~A<irr) - saturation factor for an irradiation time t i r r ,  

D = e~X t d  - decay correction factor for decay time 

C = (l — e-Atm) /Atm  - correction factor that accounts for decay during the 
measuring per iod tm ,  

w - mass of the irradiated element, 

NA - Avogadro's number, 

0 - isotopic abundance of the target nuclide, 

M - atomic mass of irradiated element, 

7 - absolute intensity of the measured 7-ray peak, and 

ep - absolute full energy peak efficiency of the counting system for the measured 
gamma-ray energy. 

It is now appropiate to introduce the definition of the Cadmium Ratio. Be

fore doing so however, it is necessary to differentiate between "Measured" and 

"True" Cd-Ratios. In this study, "Measured" represents measurements which have 

not yet been corrected for foil-perturbation effects (see section 5.3). On the other 

hand, the term "True" applies to already-corrected measurements. When these 

perturbations are not important or not existent, both expressions are equivalent. 

Foil-perturbation effects will be treated in more detail in section 5.3. In the dis

cussion that follows, these effects are neglected so that the expression "Cd-Ratio" 

refers to the "True" Cd-Ratio. 
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The Cd-Ratio of an isotope is defined as ; 

Rcd = -rJr-Fcd [2-20] 
A-sp \Cd  

where, 

A Ifi 
Asp\b — average bare specific activity,—— [2 — 21] 

i j  JDQs u)  

Asp\cd — average Cd-covered specific activity, n
C d . —  [ 2  —  2 2 ]  

SDC w\cd 

FCd — epicadmium transmission factor for a Cd-cover. 

The epicadmium transmission factor, Fed, accounts for neutron attenuation by the 

Cd-cover which results in a reduction of the sample's activity. It is defined as24 

FCd = ^f*- [2-23] 
-A-sp \e 

where Asp\cd has been previously defined and Aap |e, denotes the specific count rate 

of the bare sample, induced by epithermal neutrons only (i.e. in the absence of 

a Cadmium cover). With the exception of Au (ircd=.991), the isotopes used for 

the measurements reported here have an Fed factor of unity14. Having made the 

required definitions, the Cd-Ratio, Red, is given by 

Red f  + Qo(q)  /  

Fed Qo(a) Qo(a) 
+ 1. [2 - 24] 

2.7 Cd-Ratio for Multimonitor method for a and f  determination 

From eq. [2-24] /, the subcadmium to epicadmium flux ratio, may be written 

as 

f = 0S7 ~ 0 Qo(a)
' 

12 
~

251 
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Since / is only an irradiation-site-specific constant, its measurement is independent 

of the type of measuring probe. Thus eq. [2-25] holds for any flux monitor, i.e., 

/= (fgH Q'
Aa) 

in which the suffix i  represents an 2-th different monitor. 

[2 - 26] 

The epithermal neutron spectrum described by eq. [2-4] is valid for all neu

tron energies such that (with Eref = 1 eV), 

KPdEr, i )E^ = $ e v iE-° [2-27] 

Division of eq. [2-27] by yields: 

®epi (E r , i)  _ $ep: w-a 

$ sub 
E~ 

$3Ub ^ 

= -  E~? 
f  r '*  

Substituting eq. [2-26] for / into eq. [2-28] yields: 

®eP i  {E r , ,)  

[2 - 28] 

Erf  

("Fcdf -0 

[2 - 29] 

Thus discrete values of $'e p i(E r t i)  E r , i /$sub can be obtained by measuring the Cd-

Ratio of a series of resonance detectors, each of which is characterized by an effective 

resonance energy Er>j. If eq. [2-29] is rewritten as 

In 
E~? r.i 

. 1) 

= —aln(£?r>i) — In 

[  V e v i (E r > i )E r t i  = In 
$ sub 

[2 - 30] 
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it becomes clear that this function is of the form 

Yi = -aXi + G(a) 

where 

Yi =ln 
Er,f 

X{ = In {Er<i) 

G(a) = 0^1 - l) Oo,i(«) 

[2-31] 

[2 - 32] 

[2 - 33] 

[2-34] 

Thus a least-squares fit of the line Yi vs. Xi should yield —a as its slope and 

— In as its y-intercept. An iterative procedure is required since both sides of 

eq. [2-31] depend on a. It is also necessary is the need to estimate the uncertainty 

that an individual monitor isotope carries to the least squares fit before the latter 

is performed. 

2.8 Non-linear least-squares method for a and f  determination 

In terms of the experimentally derived Cd-ratio values on the left hand side, 

eq. [2-26] may be rewritten as 

Y'm = «sr—r = f <}«.'(«) P - 35] 
Fcii 

1 

where the parameter /' = 1/f  has been introduced. This equation is non-linear 

in terms of the coefficients / '  and a. It is however of the form Y{
Nl  = F(Z{, 

and can therefore be linearized about an initial guess point (ao,fb)- (Here Y{
Nl and 

F represent a vector and a vector-valued function respectively). The linearization 
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may be accomplished by a Taylor series expansion of the function F curtailed at 

the first derivatives. That is 

njp f lp  
f) = * ̂ Zi.ao./a+^lf^, Aa+^lf;,, A/' [2 - 36] 

where 

Aa = a — ao [2 — 37a] 

A/' = /'-/o [2-376] 

The method of least-squaxes may be applied to eq. [2-36], since this equation is now 

linear in terms of the coefficients Aa and A/'. Adhering to this line of thought, 

the parameters that best fit the observed data for N different isotopes minimize the 

function x2 given by 

= E [»< (V" - Ku -  i - f£ifu A/) 
2 

= 0 [2 - 38] 

Here, w,• = 1/CT-2, where, since the least-squares fit as presented by eq. [2-38] is 

actually performed to the function 

rf = [2-39] 

crj- represents the estimated uncertainty in Y'^' given by 

[ 2 -4 0 1  

The computational details of a\ may be found in section 5.5. The coefficients Aa 

and A/' are obtained by differentiating x2 with respect to Aa and A/'. The 

resulting simultaneous equations are then set equal to zero and solved for Aa and 

A/'. 
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dx 
dAa 

Differentiating x2 with respect to the required parameters yields 

2 fv . N , -P) Z {  \ z < An , -— \ z < A f ' \  \ Z i  
22_/ w* F\°>o,r0 dct a°>f '°  ga L ,/s 

= 0 

[2-41] 

dx2 

dAf 

N 

- =2 V w (YN l -F\Z i  ~—\Z i  Aa-—\Z i  Af ' \—\Z i  
•I  Z2-J W l  *\<x 0  J ' 0  Q a  lofo, /o  d f '^O' fo  J  df '* a o< f°  

= 0 

(2 - 42] 

The resulting simultaneous equations may be written in terms of matrices as 

A C  - X  [2 - 43] 

where 

A = 
Hi=lw> (dalai f l )  52ZlW> (df ' lai f l )  (dalao, /J  

(lalfo, f>)  (df ' la 'o . f i )  Sill w i  (df>la ' 0 , f j  

and 

X = 
•ZZ*<«(rF- ' IS,«) («£,,.) 

I s s : . - .  ( i f i m ' u ) )  

c = 
Aa 

• A/'. 

/ 

[2 - 44] 

[2 - 45] 

[2-46] 

The coefficient matrix C is then obtained through the relation 

C = A'1 X [2-47] 
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Since both sides (i.e. A and X) of eq. [2-43] depend on a and /', an iterative 

procedure is required. That is the resulting a and /' values are used as a new 

"improved" guess. The entire process is repeated until convergence is achieved. 



CHAPTER 3. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

Sections 3.1 and 3,2 axe, for the most part, based on unpublished class notes 

from the NEE 420 nuclear reactor laboratory course written by professor G.W. 

Nelson. 

3.1 Nuclear Reactor 

The U of A TRIGA Mark I research reactor has a swimming pool type 

design. The core resembles a near right-circular cylinder and rests near the bottom 

of a large circular tank as shown in fig. (3-1). A 30.5 cm. (1 ft.) thick graphite 

reflector completely surrounds the core on its sides. Above and below, the core 

is reflected by ~ 8.64 cm. (3.4 in.) long end-pieces of graphite enclosed in the 

fuel elements themselves. The present core loading (S-21) consists of 71 Stainless-

steel-clad fuel elements plus two fuel-followed control rods. The fuel is a solid 

homogeneous mixture of a hydrided uranium-zirconium-alloy. It contains 8.5 % wt. 

of uranium enriched to 20 % in 235 U with a hydrogen-to-zirconium ratio of about 

1.68. The active part of each fuel element is 38.1 cm. (15 in.) long while the overall 

length is 58.4 cm. (23 in.). The water volume fraction of the core is 33 %. Three 

control rods located at positions C-10, C-4, and D-10 (See fig. 3-2) provide the 

'20 
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principal controlling mechanisms for the reactor. The maximum licensed steady-

state power level is 100 kW. In pulse-mode operation, up to $ 2.50 worth of positive 

excess reactivity may be instantaneously added to the core. 

3.2 Irradiation facilities 

Samples for NAA in the TRIGA reactor are activated in one of three irradia

tion facilities. One of them, located at core position F-8 (fig. 3-2), is a fast neutron 

irradiation facility. It is lined with thermal neutron filters so that the activity of a 

sample is primarily due to fast and epithermal neutrons. Due to its nature how

ever, this facility was not used in this study. The other two irradiation facilities, 

the rotary specimen rack (Lazy Susan) and the pneumatic transfer system (Rabbit) 

allow for either RNAA or EN A A and both of them were used in this study. 

The rotary specimen rack, commonly called Lazy Susan, essentially consists 

of an aluminum ring embedded in the reflector that can be rotated either manually 

or by an electric motor from the bridge above the reactor pool. The aluminum 

ring holds 40 sample holders (fig. 3-3). The distance from the center of the sample 

holders to the center of the core is approximately 33 cm. (13 in.) with about 7.94 

cm. (3.13 in.) of graphite between the core edge and the specimen rack. The sample 

holders are ~ 8 in. long and extend from the top of the grid plate to about 3.9 

in. below the active part of the fuel elements. Loading and unloading of samples 

is done via a loading access tube on the bridge. Either a single or a double susan 

capsule may be loaded into each sample holder at any one time. 
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A schematic of the pneumatic transfer system, commonly called the "Rab

bit", is shown in fig. 3-4. Two tubes, an irradiation cavity, a "blower", and two 

pairs of electro-mechanic (E-M) valves form the main features of this system. If a 

sample is to be inserted, the valves numbered 1 are opened and those numbered 2 

are closed. The sample is then "drawn" into the irradiation position by the pressure 

differential created by the blower. The removal of the sample is similarly performed 

with the valves numbered 2 opened and those numbered 1 closed. Upon insertion 

into the irradiation position, located in core position F-2 (fig. 3-2), the center of a 

Rabbit capsule is aligned with the centerline of the active portion of the fuel ele

ments. The distance from the center of the core to the irradiation cavity is about 

18.4 cm. (7.25 in.). Because of the relatively short removal and insertion times, 

samples with short half-lives, otherwise difficult to irradiate in the Susan, are readily 

irradiated in the Rabbit. 

3.3 Gamma-ray counting equipment 

Two gamma-ray detectors, one with a Ge(Li) and the other with a Nal(Tl) 

detector, each connected to a Tracor Northern TN-1710 Multi-channel analyzer 

(MCA), were used. The characteristics of each are presented in tables 3-1 and 3-2. 

Deadtime corrections are performed by a live-time circuit clock in the MCA. 



Table 3-1 

Ge(Li) Counting System Equipment Specifications 

Detector type: Ge(Li) Coaxial 

Crystal Diameter: 54 mm. Crystal length: 63 mm. 
Total Active Volume: 131.2 cm3 

Resolution (FWHM) at 1.33 MeV, 60Co : 2.23 eV 
Relative efficiency at 1.33 MeV, 60 Co : 25.3 % 

Peak-to-Total Ratio, 60Co : 43.2 

Amplifier : ORTEC-572 Pre-amp : ORTEC-120-4 
H.V. Power Supply : CANBERRA-3002 

Table 3-2 

Nal(Tl) Counting System Equipment Specifications 

Detector Type: 3" Nal(Tl) 

Amplifier: CANBERRA-1413 Pre-amp: CANBERRA 2007P 
H.V. Power Supply: CANBERRA-3002 
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Figure 3-1 TRIGA reactor schematic 
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Figure 3-3 Schematic of the Susan irradiation facility 
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Figure 3-4 Schematic of the Rabbit irradiation facility 



CHAPTER 4. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

This chapter describes the experimental technique for bare and cadmium-

covered foil flux measurements in the "Rabbit" and "Susan" irradiation facilities. 

Flux mapping to determine the neutron flux distribution in these facilities is also 

discussed. A description of the metal foils used is given, followed by a discussion of 

foil preparation, irradiation and 7-ray counting techniques. The chapter concludes 

with a description of the technique used to obtain axial and radial flux profiles 

within the irradiation facilities. 

4.1 Foil description 

The physical characteristics of the thin foils used as flux monitors are pre

sented in Table 4-1. Important nuclear characteristics of target and product iso

topes, for the (ra,7) reaction, are presented in Table 4-2. It should be noted that all 

target isotopes of interest exhibit cr(v) ~ 1/v characteristics at energies up to 2-3 

eV's hence the H0gdahl convention for the calculation of reaction rates is valid (cf. 

sect. [2-1]). 

28 
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Table 4-1 

Foil Physical Characteristics 

Thickness Density Purity Size &: shape 
Type (mg/cm2) (g/cm3) % 
Au 144 19.32 99 square ~ .4 Cm2 

Mo 102 10.2 99.9 square ~ 1 cm2 

Zr 65 6.5 99.9 square ~ .7 cm2 

80 % Mn-Cu 29 7.43* 99.7 circular 1.27 cm2 

4.18 % Dy-Al 3.6 8.56* 99.7 circular 1.27 cm2 

Cu 31 8.96 99 square ~ .7 cm2 

V 44 6.1 99.9 rectangular ~ .11 cm2 

* Density of constituent of interest 

Table 4-2 

Nuclear Characteristics of Target and Product Isotopes" 

Target Product 

Isotope E r (eV)  (To (b)  to  (b)  Qo = Io/<ro Isotope Tl/26 

197 Au 5.65(.40)c 98.65(.09) 1550(28) 15.71(.28) 198 Au 2.695 d 
55Mn 468(51) 13.2(.13) 13.9(.42) 1.053(.028) 56Mn 2.5785 h 
siy 7230(289) 4.79(.08) 2.63(-) •55(-) 52y 3.75 m 

63 Cu 1040(50) 4.28(.18) 4.88(-) 1.14(-) 64 Cu 12.701 h 
94 Zr 6260(250) .0530(.0005) .268(.006) 5.05(.10) 95 Zr 64.03 d 
96 Zr 338(7) .0213(.0002) 5.28(.ll) 248(3.7) 97Zr 16.743 h 

98Mo 241(48) .131(.001) 6.96(.45) 53.1(5.3) 99 Mo 66.02 h 
i°°Mo 672(94) .200(.022) 3.77(.45) 18.84(.81) 101Mo 14.6 m 
164Dy 224(11) 1698(-) 425(-) •25(-) 165Dy 2.334 h 

a) numerical values obtained from Ref. 15 
b) d - day; m - min.; h - hour. 
c) corresponding uncertainty, (-) uncertainty not known. 
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Each foil was weighted several times on a Mettler-61569 analytical balance. 

The average of these measurements was taken to be the actual foil weight. The bare 

foils were then taped to rectangular pieces of cardboard that varied in size according 

to the irradiation facility being used. Cadmium-covered foils were wrapped in a .1 

cm. (.04 in.) thick Cd-cover. In all cases, a distance of 2 cm. (.79 in.) between the 

foil center and the lower end of the cardboard was maintained. 

4.3 Foil irradiations 

Susan irradiations 

Once prepared, the capsules containing foils were loaded into the Lazy Susan 

through the loading access tube. Spacing between capsules was maintained so there 

was an even distribution within the specimen holder. The reactor was then brought 

to the desired power level on a stable period on the order of 6-4 seconds. 

Rabbit irradiations 

The loading of Rabbit samples differs from that of the Susan mainly because 

loading and unloading is performed while the reactor is in operation at the power 

level for irradiation. That is, the reactor is first brought to power and then the 

samples are inserted one at a time for irradiation. 
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The foil irradiation information for the Susan and Rabbit (i.e. power levels, 

irradiation times, dates, etc.) is presented in tables 4-3 & 4-4 respectively. At least 

one bare and one cadmium-covered foil of the same type were irradiated at the saane 

time. This permitted the determination of the Cd-Ratio on every rim. 

4.4 Foil counting 

After irradiation, all foils were counted using the Ge(Li) counting system. A 

schematic with equipment settings is shown in fig. 4-1. Cu foils were counted using 

the Na(I) detector (fig. 4-2). Data for the measured 7-rays used to establish foil ac

tivities is presented in Table 4-5. The activities of 97 Zr and 101Mo were determined 

through measurement of their daughter products 97mNb and 101Tc respectively. To 

obtain the 95 Zr activity , a waiting period of 3-4 days or greater was necessary due 

to  reduce the large count-rate  of  the  743.3 keV gamma ray of  9 7Zr/ 9 7 mNb. 

Table 4-5 

Measured 7-rays 

7 "ray Branching 
Isotope Half-life energies (KeV) ratio % 

3.75 m 1434 100 
56Mn 2.5785 h 846.8 98.9 
64Cu 12.701 h 511 (annhi.) & 1345.9 35.74 & .49 
95 Zr 64.03 d 756.7 54.5 

97 Zr/ 16.743 h 
97mNb 60 s 743.3 97.9 
"Mo 66.02 h 739.5 12.14 

101 Mo/ 14.6 m 
101Tc 14.2 m 306.8 88 
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It was found that the predominant uncertainty associated with the measured 

specific activity of an isotope is due to geometric counting effects (i.e. foil position 

when counted) rather than counting statistics. It was concluded that a more precise 

measurement consisted of counting each foil several times rather than counting it 

only once for a longer time. This made it possible to estimate uncertainties due 

to geometric effects based on calculated sample standard deviations, instead of 

basing uncertainties on the total number of counts. The only exception was the 

counting of zirconium foils to determine the activity of 95 Zr. The relative small 

neutron absorption cross section of 94 Zr at all energies makes this isotope difficult 

to activate. With reactor power and irradiation time limitations, this required long 

counting periods (~ 18 hrs.). Thus most Zr foils were counted only once, for an 18 

hour counting peiiod. To obtain a measurement of the errors, a different approach 

was followed. The geometric uncertainty based on the sample standard deviation 

was determined for the Zr set of foils of run # 27 (repeated counting). This same 

uncertainty was assigned to the foils which were only counted once. 

After each count obtained with the Ge(Li) detector, the collected spectrum 

was transferred from the MCA to an AT&T 6300 personal computer (PC) for data 

analysis. For the spectra collected via the Nal(Tl) detector system (i.e. Cu) the 

pertinent data analysis was performed using the MCA "region of interest" inte

gration option. An integration region between channel numbers 1404 —• 3482 was 

used. No energy calibration was necessary since only the ratio of the bare to the 

cadmium covered activity is required. 
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4.5 Flux mapping of Rabbit and Susan irradiation facilities 

Flux mapping in the irradiation facilities was performed to assess how foil 

position at the time of irradiation affected the accuracy and/or precision of the 

"Measured" Cd-Ratios. 

The Rabbit axial flux map involved the irradiation of a flat piece of cardboard 

containing 10 Cu foils, approximately .01 gm. each, for a period of 30 seconds at a 

power level of 50 kW. The distance between adjacent foils was kept at about 1 cm. 

After irradiation, each foil was counted a minimum of ten times for an interval of 

100 seconds. 

The Susan axial flux map was performed in a similar way. Fifteen Cu foils 

were irradiated at 5 kW for 300 seconds. The distance between adjacent foils was 

kept at about 1 cm. at the bottom of the irradiation capsule and about 2 cm. near 

the top. Because of the relatively larger diameter of the irradiation capsule used 

in the Susan, sample "swinging" of a foil or sample within the capsule itself may 

occur. To evaluate the importance of this effect, the angular dependence of the flux 

was also measured. This was acomplished by attaching 28 Cu foils, about .005 gm. 

each, to a cruciform type cardboard structure. A distance of ~ 0.4 in. from the 

edge of the cardboard to the centerline was allowed. This structure together with 

the foils was irradiated at 15 KW for a period of 600 seconds. After irradiation, 

all foils used to map the Susan were counted at least 10 times for an interval of 60 

seconds. 
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Table 4-3 

Rabbit Irradiations 

Run Sample Mass Power Irr. 
# Date Identification (gm-) level (KW) time (sec) 
6 2/29/88 6-1 Zr .05567 100 300 

6-2 Zr+Cd .05215 100 300 
6-3 Mo .1007 100 300 
6-4 Mo+Cd .1030 100 300 
6-5 V .2163 1 60 
6-6 V+Cd .2410 50 60 

7 03/04/88 7-1 Zr .04377 100 300 
7-2 Zr+Cd .04820 100 300 
7-3 Mo .09860 100 300 
7-4 Mo+Cd .1146 100 300 

8 03/11/88 8-1 Zr .05676 100 300 
8-2 Zr+Cd .05415 100 300 

9 03/15/88 9-1 Zr+Cd .04816 100 300 
9-2 Zr+Cd .04525 100 300 
9-3 Au .05236 1 90 
9-4 Au+Cd .05903 1 90 
9-5 Zr .04696 100 300 
9-6 Zr .04885 100 

O
 

o
 

CO 

10 03/23/88 10-1 Zr .03358 100 300 
10-2 Zr .03325 100 300 

11 03/25/88 11-1 Zr+Cd .03120 100 300 
11-2 Zr+Cd .03160 100 300 

16 05/27/88 16-3 Au+Cd .06012 1 90 
16-4 Au .06280 1 90 

19 06/14/88 19-1 Zr .02949 100 600 
19-2 Zr .02685 100 600 
19-3 Zr+Cd .02101 100 600 
19-4 Zr+Cd .02174 100 600 

22 06/17/88 22-1 Au .05896 1 90 
22-2 Au .05215 1 90 
22-3 Au+Cd .05901 1 90 
22-4 Au+Cd .06081 1 90 



Table 4-3 Continuation 

Run Sample Mass Power Irr. 
# Date Identification (gm-) level (KW) time (sec) 
23 06/30/88 23-1 Dy-Al .00188 30 60 

23-2 Dy-Al+Cd .00173 30 900 • 
23-3 Mn-Cu .03832 1 60 

23-4 Mn-Cu+Cd .03756 1 250 
23-5 Mo .04698 100 300 

23-6 Mo+Cd .04536 100 400 
24 07/01/88 24-1 Mn-Cu .04596 1 60 

24-2 Mn-Cu+Cd .04734 1 250 
24-3 Au .06024 1 90 

24-4 Au+Cd .05931 1 90 
24-5 Dy-Al .04416 30 60 

24-6 Dy-Al+Cd .04580 30 900 
24-7 Mo .04591 100 300 

24-8 Mo+Cd .04453 100 400 
25 07/06/88 25-1 Mn-Cu .03758 1 60 

25-2 Mn-Cu+Cd .03831 1 250 
25-3 Au .06180 1 90 

25-4 Au+Cd .06097 1 90 
25-5 Dy-Al .00173 30 60 

25-6 Dy-Al+Cd .00188 30 900 
25-7 Mo .04978 100 300 
25-8 Mo .04295 100 400 
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Table 4-4 

Susan Irradiations 

Run #:13-A Date: 04/08/88 
Irr. Time: 270 sec. Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
13-1 Au 5.446E-02 13-4 Au+Cd 6.191E-02 
13-2 Au 6.036E-02 13-5 Au+Cd 6.330E-02 
13-3 Au 6.113E-02 13-6 Au+Cd 3.305E-02 

Run #:13-B Date: 04/08/88 
Irr. Time: 900 sec. Power Level: 100 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
13-6 Zr 3.305E-02 13-7 Zr+Cd 3.619E-02 

Run #:15 Date: 04/25/88 
Irr. Time: 270 sec. Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
15-5 Au 6.154E-02 15-6 Au+Cd 5.882E-02 

15-7 Au+Cd 6.383E-02 

Run #: 16-A Date: 05/27/88 
Irr. Time: 90 sec. Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
16-4 Au 6.280E-02 16-3 Au+Cd 6.012E-02 
16-5 Au 6.196E-02 16-6 Au+Cd 5.719E-02 

Run #: 16-B Date: 04/27/88 
Irr. Time: 1800 sec. Power Level: 100 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
16-7 Zr 3.065E-02 16-10 Zr+Cd 3.427E-02 
16-8 Zr 3.326E-02 16-11 Zr+Cd 3.278E-02 
16-9 Zr 3.154E-02 16-12 Zr+Cd 3.653E-02 
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Table 4-4 Continuation 

Run 17-A 
Irr. Time: 270 sec. 

Date: 06/03/88 
Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
17-1 Dy-Al 
17-2 Dy-Al 
17-3 Mn-Cu 

1.849E-03 
2.129E-03 
3.831E-02 

17-4 Mn-Cu 3.758E-02 

Run 17-B 
Irr. Time: 300 sec. 

Date: 06/03/88 
Power Level: 5 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
17-5 Cu 
17-6 Cu 

5.160E-03 
5.130E-03 

Run #: 18 
Irr. Time: 600 sec. 

Date: 06/06/88 
Power Level: 10 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
18-1 Dy-Al+Cd 
18-2 Dy-Al+Cd 
18-3 Mn-Cu+Cd 

1.850E-03 
2.129E-03 
3.831E-02 

18-4 Mn-Cu 
18-5 Cu+Cd 
18-6 Cu+Cd 

3.758E-02 
5.040E-03 
5.320E-02 

Run #: 20-A 
Irr. Time: 900 sec. 

Date: 06/15/88 
Power Level: 5 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
20-1 Dy-Al 1.878E-03 20-2 Dy-Al+Cd 1.728E-03 

Run 20-B 
Irr. Time: 600 sec. 

Date: 06/15/88 
Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
20-3 Mn-Cu 3.830E-02 20-4 Mn-Cu+Cd 3.756E-02 
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Table 4-4 Continuation 

Run #: 21-A 
Irr. Time: 914 sec. 

Date: 06/16/88 
Power Level: 10 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
21-1 Dy-Al 
21-3 Mn-Cu 

1.848E-03 
3.670E-02 

21-2 Dy-Al+Cd 
21-4 Mn-Cu+Cd 

1.917E-03 
3.782E-02 

Run 22 
Irr. Time: 300 sec. 

Date: 06/17/88 
Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
22-5 Au 
22-6 Au 

5.781E-02 
6.216E-02 

22-7 Au+Cd 
22-8 Au+Cd 

5.963E-02 
5.150E-02 

Run 26 
Irr. Time: 600 sec. 

Date: 07/13/88 
Power Level: 1 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
26-1 Au 
26-2 Au 

26-5 Mn-Cu 
26-6 Mn-Cu 

5.891E-02 
6.154E-02 
3.672E-02 
3.751E-02 

26-3 Au+Cd 
26-4 Au+Cd 

26-7 Mn-Cu+Cd 
26-8 Mn-Cu+Cd 

6.327E-02 
6.392E-02 
3.780E-02 
3.826E-02 

Run #: 27 
Irr. Time: 900 sec. 

Date: 07/14/88 
Power Level: 100 KW 

Foil Identification Mass (gm) Foil Identification Mass (gm) 
27-5 Cu 
27-6 Cu 
27-9 Zr 
27-10 Zr 
27-11 Zr 
27-15 Mo 

4.460E-03 
4.960E-03 
2.463E-02 
2.344E-02 
2.250E-02 
4.723E-02 

27-7 Cu+Cd 
27-8 Cu+Cd 
27-12 Zr+Cd 
27-13 Zr+Cd 
27-14 Zr+Cd 
27-16 Mo+Cd 

5.300E-03 
4.855E-03 
2.709E-02 
2.296E-02 
2.621E-02 
4.687E-02 
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CHAPTER 5. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

This chapter covers in detail the data analysis stages required to obtain the 

parameters a and /. Flux mapping results of the irradiation facilities in question 

are also presented at the end of the chapter in figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. 

The determination of photopeak areas, needed to establish specific activities, 

is described first. "Measured" cadmium ratios are then determined based on specific 

activity results. Next the method for evaluation of foil flux perturbation effects is 

explained. Once computed, these correction factors are then utilized to obtain 

"True" from "Measured" cadmium ratios. Finally the determination of a and /, 

based on the methods described in chapter 2 is examined. 

5.1 Peak-area determination 

Once transfered to the PC, each of the collected spectra for every single 

foil, bare or Cd-covered, was analyzed for the area underneath each peak by means 

of the computer program CINA25. Although this code, specifically developed for 

PC's, provides the user with various alternatives for peak-area computation, due to 

its simplicity and rapid analysis time, the method of peak-area determination by a 

41 
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simple linear Compton background substraction was chosen. As noted in section 4.4, 

peak-area determination for Cu foils was not performed in the above manner. After 

each count, each area for either bare or cadmium-covered Cu foils was directly read 

from the MCA itself. These areas together with those computed by CINA (above) 

provided the necessary data-base through which the specific activity of each foil, 

that in turn served to calculate Cd-ratios, was determined. 

5.2 Specific activity and "Measured" Cd-Ratio determination 

For each bare or Cd-covered foil the specific activity of isotope j  was calcu

lated according to 

A aPj = 2 A aPj, i  t5 ~ 
i'=i 

with its associated sample standard deviation 

**A,pi \ TV -  l  2  ( A a Pj , i  A *Pj )  t 5  2 J  
1=1 

Here N represents the total number of times isotope j  was counted, and A S J ) .  .  

denotes the specific activity of isotope j obtained on the i-th count which is in turn 

given as 

^•^TSDCTi^j  [ 5 _ 3 ]  

where all terms have been previously defined (cf. section 2.6). Modification of 

eq. [5-3] is necessary in order to calculate the specific activities of 97mNb and 
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101Tc, the daughter products of 97Zr and 101Mo. In the case of 97Zr/9 7 mNb, since 

TaJmNb « TaJzr specific activity of 97mNb is given by 

NpB7mN b , i  1 
A3pB7mNbii — 

rpl/2 
1 9 7 m  Nb 

rp l /2  
a 7Zr J 

(SDC)9rZ r  w 
[5-4] 

For 101Mo/101Tc, 

Npl01Tc [Aioire — Aioijvfp] A _ - piui7-eL -IC 1VIQ1 2.  re _ El 
P Tc, i  \IOITc(SDC)IOIMO ~ XioiMo(SDC)ioiT c  W 

It should be mentioned that 165Dy is itself a daughter product, however, its parent 

isotope 165mDy is much shorter lived (T*/2= 1.257 min.) so that the activation 

equation simplify to eq. [5-3], 

The "Measured" Cd-Ratio of isotope j, R™d, was taken as the average of K 

distinct measurements. That is, 

Rc,i = ^Y.«Sdj. [5-6] 
1=1 

Its corresponding standard deviation, crj^ , is given as 

-3  __ 
V Rm — l*n A i \ K -  l 2  (R™dj,i -  RCdj) [5 -  7 i  

x=l 

Here Rcdj,i represents the "Measured" Cd-Ratio of isotope j, for the i-th measure

ment given by, 

R
°
d

» = T^Fcii [5 -8! 
Aapj,i\Cd 

where Aapjti\b & A3pj^\cd represent the measured specific activity of isotope j  

obtained on the i-th measurement for a bare and a Cd-covered foil respectively. 

They are calculated using eq. [5-1]. 



The computations mentioned in sections 5.2 and 5.3 were performed by 

means of the computer program CADRAT. This program is written in FORTRAN 

IV and runs on a VAX-8652 "mainframe" computer. Because of its length, the 

complete output giving results for the Rabbit and Susan was not included in this 

report. However, "Measured" Cd-Ratios axe summarized in Tables 5-la and 5-lb. 

A listing of the source code for the program CADRAT may be found in Appendix 

A. 

Table 5-la 

Measured Cd-ratios for the Rabbit irradiation facilities 

Isotope Dm 
nCd fTS CT Dm n -n* 

52 v 31.9562 .9587 
56Mn 16.9118 .0144 

95 Zr 3.3279 .0873 
97 Zr 1.0565 .0183 

99 Mo 1.2942 .0759 
101 Mo 1.8714 .0190 
165Dy 118.11 13.99 
198 Au 4.5766 .1027 

Table 5-lb 

Measured Cd-ratios for the Susan irradiation facilities 

Isotope DTO 
nCd 

56 Mn 19.9720 .4006 
64 Cu 19.4276 .4289 
95 Zr 4.0715 .0462 
97 Zr 1.0475 .0081 

99 Mo 1.3571 .0543 
101Mo 1.9715 .0789 
165 Dy 146.69 10.74 
198 Au 5.2105 .1604 
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5.3 Calculation of Self-Shielding Correction Factors and "True cadmium ratios" 

Due to their finite thickness, the foils used in this study cause flux perturba

tions in a neutron field. These perturbations may be separated into two categories: 

Flux depression and Self-shielding. Flux depression is a consequence of the ab

sorption of neutrons by the foil, since once absorbed, these neutrons are no longer 

present in the flux in the moderator near the foil. On the other hand, self-shielding 

effects arise from the attenuation of the neutron flux as it penetrates the foil. The 

result is a smaller activation rate in the interior of the foil than at the outside. 

Epithermal or resonance flux depressions axe generally very small and were 

not accounted for. A physical explanation may be given on grounds that the average 

lethargy increment of a neutron upon collision with a moderator atom is usually 

larger than the lethargy width of the resonance. Thus the probability that a neutron 

that has once penetrated the foil is scattered back to the foil, with nearly the 

same energy, is very small. The absence of this neutron therefore cannot cause a 

perturbation. 

As used in this study, the thermal self-shielding correction factor, Gth, is 

defined as the ratio of the average flux in the foil volume, to the average flux 

at the surface of the foil, i.e. 

= [5-9] 

The resonance self-shielding correction factor, G e p i ,  on the other hand, is defined 

as 

Gepi = ^1 [5-10] 
-"•e(fc)  
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where i2e(o) and Re(h) represent the epicadmium activation rates for foils of thick

ness zero and h, respectively. 

With these definitions in mind, the specific activity, self-shielding effects 

included, for bare and cadmium-covered foils (cf. eq. [2-21] and [2-22]) is now given 

respectively by 

and 

Asp\b = §epi<T0 [fGth + GepiQo(a)] -Jf"7eP [5 - H] 

N 0 
Asp\cd = ^epi^oGepiQo(a)—^-y€p [5 - 12] 

The "Measured" Cd-Ratio is in turn given by (cf. 2-20) 

R-Cd _ Asp\b _ fGth + GepiQaja) 
Fa Asp\Cd GepiQo(a) 

=  q!(<X) GZ +  1  [ 5 _ 1 3 ]  

The ratio f/Q0(a) may be expressed in terms of the "True" Cd-Ratio, Red, as (cf. 

eq. [2-24]) 

f  - R c s - l  [ 5 - 1 4 1  
Qo(a) Fcd 

so that eq. [5-14] transforms to 

=  | 6_ 1 5 ]  

Fed \Fcd J Qx 

where the Cadmium-ratio correction factor Qx  = Gepi/G th has been introduced. 

This equation was used to convert "Measured" to "True" Cd-Ratios. The sucess 

of this transition depends, apart from "Measured" Cd-ratio uncertainties, on the 

accuracy of the Qx factors. 
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Although published comparisons between theoretical and experimental foil 

self-shielding effects are usually in good agreement (as examples see references 1, 

26 and 30), analytically-derived self-shielding correction factors, because of assump-

situations. It is therefore advisable to determine Qx  factors experimentally. Only 

when this is not feasible is it appropiate to use theoretical results. 

Experimentally determined correction factors applicable to this work were 

determined for 94Zr and 96Zr, from ref. 28, and 197Au and 164Dy, from ref. 27. For 

the remaining isotopes, Qx  factors were obtained analytically by calculating G th 

and Gepi explicitly. 

Upon recomendation of ref. 15, Gth was calculated via 

tions inherent in their development, may not always be applicable in all experimental 

[5-16] 

where £ = h^^Nicroj and [5-17] 

[5-18] 

Here 

[5-19] 

Ni = atom density of the z-th element 

h — thickness of the foil 

T„ = neutron temperature 

C = Euler's constant= .577215... 

and 
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P= 5 if £<0.1 

P = 10 if 0.1 < £ < 1 

P = (int £) + 5 if £ > 1 

The above formulas neglect scattering effects on both sample and moderator. A 

neutron temperature of 20° C was assumed. 

For the isotopes 55Mn, 98Mo, 100Mo, 51V and 63 Cu, Gepi was calculated 

through a weighted average of the self-shielding factor using the most important 

resonances for each isotope. The corresponding self-shielding factor for the z-th 

resonance and isotope j, Gepi- upon recommendation from ref. 26 and 29, was 

computed according to30 

Thick foils 

Gep,^'(rr'') = 3^ If ^ > 1 f5 ~ 2°] 

Thin foils 

Gepi j  i(T r , i)  = 1 + Tr'' to
4
(rr,i) - .3274Tr,; if T r <{ < 1 [5-21] 

where rr)l- = hN a E r i  • The terms h i<ud N have been previously defined. The term 

<7eTirepresents the microscopic cross section at the peak of the resonance in barns, 

given by23 

2.608 *106 (A + l\2gFn i  

" -E— {—) — 15-221 

where 

Er>i = Resonance energy of the z'-th resonance 

2J+1 
g — statistical weight factor = 

[2(2/+1)] 
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J — spin of resonance state; 1= spin of target nucleus 

T,- = total width of z-th resonance = Tn|. + T7i 

r„( = neutron width of z'-th resonance 

r7< = gamma width of i-th resonance 

The overall self-shielding correction factor for isotope j ,  with iVre3j. number of res

onances, was calculated as 

Nrct: 

15-23] 

where the weighting factors W{ are defined as 

OE rTi 

Ex l-
m = -7TJT [5 - 24] 

The form of the weighting factors represents an attempt to approximate the indi

vidual resonance contributions to the total activation of the isotope in question. 

For the zirconium isotopes, Gepi was calculated using the following experi

mentally derived formulae given in ref. 28. 

for 94 Zr 

Gepi = (1.000 ± .002) - (2.327 ± .236)10"4d 

+ (1.487 ± .452)10-7d2 [5 - 25] 

for 96 Zr 

Gepi = (1-000 ± .002) - (1.543 ± .209)10~4d 

+ (1.143 ± .400)10-7d2 [5 - 26] 

where d represents the zirconium foil thickness in fxm. 
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All the above mentioned calculations were performed through the computer 

program SSHIELD. This program is written in BASIC and runs on a PC. The 

results for both thermal and epithermal self shielding, are presented in Table 5-4a. 

All necessary nuclear data, listed in Table 5-4b, was obtained from Ref. 23. The 

source code SSHIELD is listed in Appendix B-l. 

Table 5-4a 

Self-shielding Correction Factors 

Isotope Gth Gepi Qx — GePi/G th 

51y 1.00 0.95 0.95 
63 Cu 1.00 0.92 0.92 

55Mn 1.00 0.82 0.82 
94 Zr 1.00 0.986* 0.986 
96 Zr 1.00 0.978* 0.978 

98 Mo 1.00 0.92 0.92 
100Mo 1.00 0.96 0.96 
198 Au — — 0.27** 
164Dy - - 1.00** 

* -Determined experimentally (See ref. 28) 
** -Determined experimentally (See ref. 27) 
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Table 5-4b 

Nuclear data used in the determination of 
self-shielding correction factors 

cro Resonance Er , i  r„ r7 

Isotope (barns) # (ev) J ' I (ev) (ev) 
51y 4.79 1 6797 3 3.5 1234.5 1.8 

2 11620 3 3.5 4857.1 2.4 
55Mn 13.2 1 336 2 2.5 10.98 .435 

2 2370 3 3.5 394.3 .1 
63 Cu 4.28 1 2038 1 1.5 42.67 .5 

2 5400 2 1.5 72.0 .56 
3 7950 2 1.5 152.0 .805 
4 22790 2 1.5 192.0 .540 

98 Mo .131 1 1525.9 .5 0 1.280 .1 
2 9039 .5 0 35.8 .126 
3 10576 .5 0 12.03 .065 

101 Mo .2 1 1935.6 .5 0 1.011 .056 
2 5619 .5 0 7.7 .075 
3 5152 .5 0 5.5 .073 
4 17639 .5 0 26.2 .049 

Once self-shielding correction factors were determined, the "True" Cd-Ratio, Rcdj, 

was computed from eq. [5-16]. The associated uncertainty is given by 

<TRC i j  = \J([-Ecdj ~ 1 ] crQx)2 + (Qx(TRc d J  )2 [5 - 27] 

The Qx  factor uncertainty for the j-th isotope, <TRC d . , with the exception of the Zr 

isotopes, was set to 5 %. For 94Zr and 96Zr, an uncertainty of .3 % was computed 

using eqs. [5-25] and [5-26]. The resulting "True" Cd-Ratios are presented in tables 
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5-5a and 5-5b. 

Table 5-5a 

"True" Cd-Ratios for the Rabbit irradiation facility 

Isotope Red °"Rcd 
52y 30.4120 1.7298 

56 Mn 14.0477 .6525 
95 Zr 3.2953 .0864 
97Zr 1.0553 .0179 

99 Mo 1.2707 .0711 
101 Mo 1.8365 .0456 
165Dy 118.11 15.16 
198Au 1.9591 .0558 

Table 5-5b 

"True" Cd-Ratios for the Susan irradiation facility 

Isotope Red GRcd 
56Mn 16.5570 .8444 
64Cu 17.9528 .9350 
95 Zr 4.0285 .0465 
97 Zr 1.0464 .0079 

99Mo 1.3285 .0409 
101Mo 1.9326 .0734 
165Dy 146.69 12.98 
198Au 2.1303 .0716 

5.4 Multimonitor Cd-Ratio method for a and f  determination 

As mentioned in section 2.7, given the uncertainties of Red, Er  and Q0 for 

the i-th isotope (see Tables 4-2, 5-5a and 5-5b), the uncertainty of the functions (cf. 
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eq. [2-32] and [2-33]) 

and 

y; = in 

Xi=lnE r < i  

[5 - 28] 

[5 - 29] 

needs to be determined before performing the least-squares fit to the fvinction (cf. 

eq. [2-31]) 
/ \ 

[5 - 30] Y, = -a X, + - l) Q0,l(a) 

The uncertainty of Ecd was conservatively set at 20 %. Because an iteration process 

of eq. [5-30] is required the initial uncertainty of a, cra, is not known a priori, 

however, an arbitrary estimate of 20 % was used. 

The uncertainties of eq's. [5-29] and [5-30] were estimated as follows. From 

standard error propagation theory, the uncertainty of Y{ = In Y-, cry(, was computed 

as 

crYi = 

while that of X{ = In (E r j i)  as 

°Xi = 

1 

BY! 
<7 Y! — 

Y> 
ay! 

VEr .j 
Er 

Here, Y' has been obviously defined and cry/ is calculated via 

2 ( SY( \2 , ( 8Y! \2 fdY{ V 
Y< [dEr/^J + \dRcdi ( T R c d i) + \daa QJ 

[5-31] 

[5 - 32] 

, ( dYi v f dYi y 
+ laft7Q°"7 + \dEZ"E") 

where, dropping the epithermal transmission factors, Fcdi, which are unity 

[5 - 33] 
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in most cases, 

dYl E~? r,i 

dEr<i (Rcdi - 1) Qo,»(a) 
-aEr}Q0,i{a)- dQ0,i(a) 

dEr,i . 
E, r, i &Y( _ 

dRcdi Qo,i(a) (Rcdi ~ I)2 

dYl KT 
da (RCdi - 1) Qo,i(a) 

dY> 

In (£r>i)Q0>i(«)-
dQo,i(a) 

da 
E~? r,t dQo,i(a) 

dQo,i (Rcdi — 1) dQ0,i 

dY! E~f dQo,i(a) 

in which 

dEcd (Rcdi - 1) <5o,i(a) dEcd 

dQ
d%lf = (<?«,,- -2-M/E^) 

BQ°DFA)  = - (<3o,i - 2 VEO/BCJ) E-? In (ERJ 

2E. 1/2 

(2a + l)E1
c

/2+a (2a + 1) + In Ea. 

dQoA") n-a 
~dQ^~ ~ Er'< 

dQo,i(a) 1/2 p—3/2 p—or 2Ey2 (a + 1/2) Ec
(j 

d E c d  ~  0  C d  r ' {  ( 2 a  + 1 )  

(a+3/2) 

[5-34] 

[5 - 35] 

[5 - 36] 

[5-37] 

[5 - 38] 

[5 - 39] 

[5 - 40] 

[5-41] 

[5-42] 

Once cry; and ax{ are computed, an iterative process, schematically repre

sented in fig. 5-4, was used to determine a and /. Convergence was established if, 

after n iterations, 

(a„-an-i) < 1 x 1(T5 [5-43] 

The least-squares analysis was performed through the computer code DEMING31. 

The computation of cry; and ax,• was carried out using the code ALPHITER. Both 
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programs are written in BASIC and may be run on a PC. The source code AL-

PHITER is listed in Appendix B-2. 

The resulting a and /' values for the Susan and Rabbit are presented in 

Table 5-6. A graphical representation of the final fitted points is presented in fig. 

5-5 for the Susan and in fig. 5-6 for the Rabbit. It should be noted that the ordinate 

intercept in both graphs represents In/' = ln-j (cf. sec. [2.7]). 

Table 5-6 

Experimentally determined a and / values 
(Multimonitor method) 

Irradiation 
Facility a Oct / '  °r /  = ! / / '  */ = I#! 
Rabbit -.0388 .0133 .0597 .0055 16.75 1.54 

Susan -.0242 .0125 0.0531 0.0051 18.83 1.81 

5.5 Non-linear least-squares method for a and f  determination 

The parameters a and / may also be obtained via the Non-linear least-

squares method described in chapter 2. A schematic process representation of this 

method is presented in fig. 5-7. The computation of a'yi adhered to the following 

guidelines. By definition (cf. eq. [2-40]) 

<TvNI — PvNi +<7'?  Y.m  f \ z> [5 - 44] 

where crYNI , computed as 

OyNt  — 
Rcdi ~ Fcdi 

°Redi [5 - 45] 
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represents the uncertainty of 

'  (Rcdi/Fcdi ~ 1),  
[5 - 46] 

and er„.zt- represents the uncertainty of 
r 1 

F(Zi,ao,fo)= f  Qo,i(Zi,  a0) [5 — 47] 

The value of ayjvi is solely derived from experimental data while a 

mated analytically as 

The right hand side in this equation accounts for the uncertainties of Qo(Zi,oto) 

due to the uncertainties in the vector Z{ — {Eri, Qo,i, Ecd)- That is 

The numerical value for each of the uncertainties cr . and <TQ0 . is presented in Table 

4-2. The partial derivatives of Qati(Zi,a) with respect to Z{ have been defined in 

the previous section (cf. eq's. [5-39], [5-41] and [5-42]). As with the Multimonitor 

method, ffECd was conservatively set at 20 %. 

After the computation of cr'yNi for each isotope i, the elements of the matrices 

A and X are computed as per eqs. [2-44] and [2-45]. The required matrix inversion, 

A-1, is then computed and the system of simultaneous equations solved by back-

substitution. 

[5 - 49] 
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After n iterations, the values of a and /' are computed as 

= o-n-1 + Aa„ [5 — 50a] 

fn = fn—1 + A/„ [5 - 506] 

where 

Attn = ocn — a„-1 [5 — 51a] 

A/„ = /„ - fn—i [5 - 516] 

The uncertainties in A/' and Aa were respectively determined as 

< ? A f > n =  y / a l t {  [5-52a] 

ffAa„ = yja2,2 [5 — 526] 

where the elements a^j and represent the diagonal elements of the matrix 

A~x (cf. eq. [2-44]) after the n-th iteration. As convergence is approached these 

uncertainties become the uncertainties.in a and /'. That is 

lim <7a /' n = a ft and [5 — 53a] 

lim £TAa„ = cra [5 — 536] 
n—*k 

where k is a constant sufficiently large so as to guarantee convergence. The process is 

stopped when |Aa„| < 1 x 10-5. The above mentioned calculations were performed 

by means of the code NONLAFIT. The program is written in BASIC, and may be 

run on a PC. It is listed in Appendix B-3. The matrix inversion routine used by 

NONLAFIT was obtained from ref. 32. 
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The resulting values of a and /' axe presented in Table 5-7. A graphical 

representation of the final fitted points is presented in fig.'s 5-8 and 5-9 for the 

Rabbit and Susan irradiation facilities respectively. 

Table 5-7 

Experimentally determined a and / values 
(Non linear least-squares method) 

Irradiation 
Facility a crQ /' <Tf, II i-1 

<-•
> */ = I7&I 

Rabbit -.0396 .0104 .0592 .0038 16.89 1.08 

Susan -.0296 .0089 .0511 .0033 19.57 1.26 



Table 5-2 

Cadmium-ratio measurements for the Rabbit 
irradiation facility 

Isotope: 198 Au 
R & = 4.5766 <rs

R m  = 0.1027 % aa
Rm = 2.24 

C d  C d  

Run 
# BSij < JRca i  

(RCdj ~  Rcd) lGR™ d  

9 4.3942 0.72 1.78 
16 4.5587 0.46 0.17 
22 4.6401 1.70 -0.62 
22 4.6312 1.06 -0.53 
24 - 4.5513 1.20 0.25 
25 4.6840 0.86 -1.05 

Isotope: 165Dy 
Rgd =118.1095 = 13.9880 % = 11.84 

Run 
# Dm 

KCdj <7pm 
n C i i  

(Rcdj ~ Rcd) / aR™ d  

4 129.9471 0.82 -0.85 
23 104.8847 1.61 0.95 
24 107.1625 1.26 0.78 
25 130.4436 2.83 -0.88 

Isotope: 97Zr 
R = 1.0565 <7%m = 0.0183 % = 1.73 

Cd Cd 

Run 
# Dm /TC 

(Rcdj ~ Rcd) / aR™ d  

8 1.0760 2.23 -1.06 
9 1.0692 1.12 -0.69 
9 1.0773 1.02 -1.14 

10 1.0403 0.53 0.89 
11 1.0488 1.45 0.42 
19 1.0541 1.29 0.13 
19 1.0300 1.20 1.45 



Table 5-2 Continuation 

Isotope: 95 Zr 
R%d = 3.3279 = 0.0873 % •= 2.62 

Run 
# 7?m 

nCdj 
rt c  (R-Cdj  ~ Rcd) / aR™ d  

6 
7 
8 
9 
9 
10 
11 
19 
19 

3.5099 
3.2931 
3.2239 
3.3016 
3.3070 
3.3435 
3.3617 
3.3836 
3.2270 

1.31 
1.41 
1.00 
1.41 
1.97 
1.06 
1.41 
1.79 
2.67 

-2.08 
0.40 
1.19 
0.30 
0.24 
-0.18 
-0.39 
-0.64 
1.16 

Isotope: 56fy 
R%d = 16.9118 a3

Rm = 0.01 
C d 

n 
44 % crim = 0.08 

^Cd 

Run 
# j jm 

nCdj 
-C aR^ i  (R%d j  - RSd)/<r%z d  

23 
24 
25 

16.8968 
16.9131 
16.9254 

0.54 
1.44 
0.58 

1.04 
-0.09 
-0.95 

Isotope: 
R%d = 1.2942 = 0.071 

o 
>9 % aa

Rm = 5.86 
C d 

Run 
# T>m 

nCdj Com 
nCdi (RCdj -  *&)/"&» 

6 
7 
23 
24 
25 

1.3100 
1.3451 
1.3214 
1.3340 
1.1606 

1.78 
1.41 
1.49 
1.32 
0.89 

-0.21 
-0.67 
-0.36 
-0.52 
1.76 



Table 5-2 Continuation 

Isotope: 101 Mo 
R%d = 1.8714 = 0.0190 % <TR%d= 1-01 

Run 
# Rm 

nCdj (Tom 
Cd i  (R -Cdj  ~ Rcd ) l aR™ i  

7 
23 
24 
25 

1.8791 
1.8784 
1.8848 
1.8433 

29.64 
2.04 
3.39 
2.37 

-0.41 
-0.37 
-0.71 
1.48 

Isotope: 52V 
R%d = 31.9562 0.9587 % fffcm = 3.00 

Run 
# 

pm 
^Cdj  (Tom 

nCd; (•^Cdj Rcd ) / aR™ d  

6 31.9562 5.23 -



Table 5-3 

Cadmium-ratio measurements for the Susan 
irradiation facility 

Isotope: 198 Au 
R%d = 5.2105 <7om = 0.1604 

C d  
% <7pm = 3.08 

Cd 

Run 
# pm 

UCdj 
rrc Pm 

13 5.4923 0.84 -1.76 
13 5.3606 0.89 -0.94 
16 5.1431 0.69 0.42 
22 5.0672 1.17 0.89 
22 5.0737 0.79 0.85 
26 5.1178 0.50 0.58 
26 5.2192 0.45 -0.05 

Isotope: 165Dy 
R%d = 146.6883 aim = 10.7375 % a3

Rm = 7.32 
Cd 

Run 
# ;pm 

KCdj CTpm 
C d  i  

(R-Cdj  ~  Kcd)/ aR£ d  

17 159.8527 0.54 -1.23 
18 143.2717 0.53 0.32 
20 134.2846 1.33 1.16 
21 149.3442 1.42 -0.25 

Isotope: 97 Zr 
R%d = 1.0474 (Tim = 0.0081 

C  d  
% a s

Rm = 0.77 
C d 

Run 
# K>m 

nCdj CTpm 
Cd t 

(•^Cd j  ~  Rcd)/ aR™ d  

13 1.0530 1.95 -0.69 
16 1.0452 0.93 0.28 
16 1.0405 1.26 0.86 
16 1.0604 0.66 -1.60 
27 1.0468 1.51 0.08 
27 1.0360 2.OS 1.42 
27 1.0502 1.09 -0.35 



Table 5-3 Continuation 

Isotope: 95 Zr 
Rgd = 4.0715 as

Rm = 0.0462 % (Ta
Rm = 1.13 

C  d  C  d  

Run 
# Dm 

Cdj (Tpm 
" • C d i  

(R -Cdj  ~  ̂ •Cd)/ c rR^ d  

13 4.0518 1.41 0.43 
16 4.1033 1.48 -0.69 
16 3.9905 1.45 1.75 
16 4.1259 0.64 -1.18 
27 4.0779 1.38 -0.14 
27 4.1057 0.72 -0.74 
27 4.0455 1.49 0.56 

Isotope: 56IJ. n 
Rgd = 19.9720 (TS

Rm = 0.4006 % CTfjm = 2.01 
C  d  C  d  

Run 
# T > m  

nCdj (T|jm 
C d  i  

(R-Cdj  ~  Rcd)/ aR™ d  

17 19.9058 1.24 0.17 
18 20.5511 0.99 -1.45 
20 20.0057 0.61 -0.08 
21 19.3029 1.03 1.67 
26 19.9769 0.88 -0.01 
26 20.0895 0.61 -0.29 

Isotope: 63 Cu 
R%d = 19.4276 aim = 0.4289 % ct3

rm = 2.21 
n C d  C d  

Run 
# R m  

nCdj C d  i  
(Rcdj ~ Rcd ) l cR™ d  

17 19.7261 0.32 -0.70 
18 18.7620 0.32 1.55 
27 19.5014 4.68 -0.17 
27 19.2955 0.45 0.31 
27 19.8529 0.42 -0.99 



Table 5-3 Continuation 

f f m  
UCd = 1.9715 

Isotope: lulMo 
aim = 0.0789 

H C d  
% <ra

Rm = 4.00 
C  d  

Run 
# pm 

KCdj < j R c i i  

— Rcd ) l aWgd 

27 1.9715 3.50 -

Dm 
Cd = 1.3571 

Isotope: "Mo 
(Tom = 0.0543 

C d  
% cr3

Rm = 4.00 
C d  

Run 
# R&j ahd ;  

(B-Cdj ~ Rcd)/aR™d  

27 1.3571 1.31 -
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AXIAL FLUX PROFILES FOR THE U of A TRIGA 
REACTOR IRRADIATION FACILITIES 
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Figure 5-1 Axial flux profiles for Susan and Rabbit irradiation facilities 
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RADIAL FLUX PROFILE FOR THE SUSAN 
IRRADIATION FACILITY. PART I 
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Figure 5-2 Radial flux profile Susan irradiation facility. Part I 
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RADIAL FLUX PROFILE FOR THE SUSAN 
IRRADIATION FACILITY. PART II 
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Figure 5-3 Radial flux profile Susan irradiation facility. Part II 
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Figure 5-4 Multimonitor method; schematic representation 
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Figure 5-5 Susan parameters; a and / (Multimonitor method) 
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Figure 5-6 Rabbit parameters; a and / (Mviltimonitor method) 
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Figure 5-8 Rabbit parameters; a and / (Non-linear least-squares method) 
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Figure 5-9 Susan parameters; a and / (Non-linear least-squares method) 



CHAPTER 6. 

DISCUSSION 

6.1 "Measured" cadmium ratio evaluation 

Inspection of the "Measured" cadmium ratio results, Tables 5-2 and 5-3, 

reveals that variability with foil positioning during irradiation contributes signifi

cantly to the uncertainty in the "Measured" cadmium ratio. This is evidenced by 

comparable or larger sample standard deviations, cr3
Rm , when compared to count-
C d  

ing uncertainties, ac
Rm . From flux mapping results, figs. 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3, at a 

C  d j  

distance of 2 cm. from the bottom of the irradiation capsule, a radial uncertainty 

of about 2 % is expected in the case of a Susan capsule. The radial uncertainty 

for a Rabbit capsule is expected to be less since its diameter is about one-half that 

of a Susan capsule. Axial uncertainties for both capsules are about 2 % for the 

Susan and 3 % for the Rabbit. Thus overall uncertainties due to foil positioning 

during irradiation of about 3 % for the Rabbit and 4 % for the Susan are not un

expected. With the exception of 165 Dy, estimated uncertainties from the measured 

data fall within this range. The reason for the exception is not known. Based on 

the preceding discussion it may be concluded that the "Measured" cadmium ratios 

are statistically justifiable quantities. 
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6.2 Cadmium ratio correction factors evaluation 

The primary concern associated with Q x  factors arises out of analytical 

rather than experimental values (see Table 5-4a). In short, the principal concern is 

whether the weighting scheme (cf. eq. [5-24]) which was used is the correct one. 

Qualitatively it appears that the weighting scheme agrees with expected 

resonance self-shielding physical behavior. That is, resonance self-shielding is pro

portional to the microscopic cross section at the peak of the resonance, and the 

resonance width. In addition, since the absorption cross section, cra, generally ex

hibits approximate 1/u characteristics at high energies, resonance self-shielding may 

also be expected to be proportional to 1 jE1!2 .  However if oa  deviates from a 1 jv 

behavior, then the exponent of ETti in eq. [5-24] needs to be increased if <7a drops 

off faster than 1/u, and decreased otherwise. To resolve this problem, Qx factors 

were computed for two extreme case weighting schemes as follows 

[6 — la] 

[ 6 - 1 6 ]  W i  = cr£r,.r,-

The results, presented in Table 6-1, indicate that the conservative uncertainty 

range of 5 % assigned to each computed Qx factor in section 5-3 is justifiable. 
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Table 6-1 

Cadmium ratio correction factor uncertainties 
vs. weighting scheme 

Isotope 
•Br,,-
(ev) Gepi; % w} Qx % w? Qx  

51y 6797 .94 43 30 
11620 .96 57 .95 70 .95 

55 Mn 336 .74 50 12 
2370 .85 50 .8 88 .84 

63 Cu 2038 .88 54 23 
5400 .92 22 25 
7950 .94 21 36 

22790 .97 3 .91 10 .93 
98 Mo 1525.9 .83 50 14 

9039 .95 40 67 
10576 .96 10 .89 .19 .93 

101Mo 1935.6 .92 34 12 
5619 .96 30 31 
5152 .96 26 24 

17639 .99 10 .95 33 .97 

6.3 Suitability of the Flux monitors used 

Inspection of fig's. 5-5, 5-6, 5-8 and 5-9 reveals that the rather large uncer

tainties observed for 97Zr, "Mo, 165Dy and 52V make these isotopes unsuitable for 

a and / determination (see also ref. 16). 

The large uncertainties of "Mo and 97Zr are due to the proximity of their 

"Measured" cadmium ratio to unity (see Tables 5-5a and 5-5b). The error prop

agation factor associated with the "Measured" cadmium ratio is proportional to 
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1/ (Rcdi ~ l)2 (cf- eq. [5-35]), thus even small uncertainties for "Measured" cad

mium ratios close to unity dominate the uncertainties in the other variables. This 

is best illustrated in Table 6-2 at the end of the chapter, where, as an example, the 

Non-linear least-squares method percent error contribution factors to (cf.eq. [5-28]) 

eYi 
E~r 

("(?* i j?m \ 
-1 )  Qo, i (" )  

[ 6 - 2 ]  

. \ Fen 

are presented. It is also evident from Table 6-2 that the large uncertainties as

sociated with 165Dy and 52V are due primarily to their extremely low Qo values 

(0.19 and 0.55 respectively). This is expected since from eqs. [5-34] and [5-36] to 

[5-38], the error propagation factors are proportional to 1/Qq(o)2, and Qo(a) is 

small when Qo is small. 

It appears that the activation of the isotopes 198Au, S6Mn, 101Mo, 64Cu and 

95Zr is sufficient for a and / determination. In addition to these isotopes, however, 

it would be desirable to use isotopes with effective resonance energies separated 

from each other sufficiently that they effectively map the entire energy range of 

interest. Although they were not used for the work reported here, the addition 

of the monitors 64Zn (Er= 2560, Q0= 1.908), 114mIn (Er= 6.41, Q0= 27.3), and 

116mIn (Er= 1.56, Qo= 16.8) would help to achieve this objective. 

6.4 Comparison of Non-linear least-squares and Multimonitor method results 

The parameters a and / computed by both methods are presented in Table 

6-3. Agreement between the two methods, in the sense that each value falls within 
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the estimated uncertainty range of the other, does exists. 

Table 6-3 

Multimonitor and Non-linear least-squares method 
result comparison 

Irradiation ' 

facility a (Ta  f 

Rabbit 
* -.0396 .0104 16.89 1.08 
** -.0388 .0133 16.75 1.54 
\a* — a**|= .0009 ir - n = .  L4 

Susan 
* -.0296 .0089 19.57 1.26 
** -.0242 .0125 18.83 1.81 
\a* — a**|= .0057 1/* .82 

* Non-linear least squares method 
** Multimonitor method 

The differences between the values of a and / for the two methods are believed 

to be due to the different weighting schemes used. This statement is based on the 

observation that as data lies closer to a straight line (Rabbit case) the agreement 

between the two methods improves. The small a uncertainties in the Susan case 

, even though the Rabbit data lies on a straighter line, is probably caused by the 

large uncertainties characteristic of the Rabbit data. The range of possible values 

of a, is therefore increased. 

Based on their smaller uncertainties, the parameters a and / obtained with 

the Non-linear least squares method are preferred over the Multimonitor method 

results. On this basis, the Non-linear least squares method is superior. 
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6.5 Physical meaning of f and a results 

The resulting values of a and f may be explained by the following basic 

statement; the Rabbit is closer to fueled regions of the core than the Susan. This 

accounts for the more complete neutron thermalization in the Susan (i.e. / large) 

and the comparatively grater epicadmium activation in the Rabbit (i.e. | — or J large). 

Additionally, careful inspection of fig's. 5-5, 5-6, 5-8 and 5-9, suggests that 

an increase in / (i.e. increased thermalization) represents a downward shift of the 

entire curve. Consider the epithermal flux representation given in fig. 6-1. If a > 

0, epithermal activation decreases, and if a < 0 it increases. 

i( E )  oc 1/E 

Fig. 6-1 Physical meaning of the parameter a 

In addition from the definition of the cadmium ratio, the following holds 

Red — 1 = 
Subcadmium activation erg 

/ [6-3] 
Epicadmium activation Io(a) 
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This equation states that if the epicadmium activation decreases, cadmium ratios 

must increase and conversely if it increases, cadmium ratios must decrease. This 

explains why the cadmium ratios for the Susan are larger than those for the Rab

bit. This further suggests a hypothesis that a one-to-one relationship between the 

parameters a and / might exist. As an example, consider fig's. 5-5 and 5-6 only. If 

the Susan plot is chosen as a reference position, then for an a < 0 and |a| greater 

than that of the Susan (Rabbit case) the epicadmium activation increases, causing a 

decrease in the cadmium ratios. Since the ordinates of fig's 5-5 and 5-6 are inversely 

proportional to (Red — 1), an upwaxd shift of the curve occurs, reducing the value 

of /. (Compare Y-intercepts of fig's 5-5 and 5-6). The inverse process occurs for 

values of a greater than zero. That is, the value of / is increased due to a downward 

shift of the curve. Following this reasoning, it is highly unlikely that two values of 

a:, or more, exist for one value of / and vice-versa. 

A direct consequence of the one-to-one hypothesis is that there exists a value 

°f /, fc, for which a = 0 (i.e. ideal 1/E spectrum). Furthermore, for values of / > 

fc, a would necessarily be greater than zero and for values of f < fc, a would then 

be required to be less than zero. 

The experimental verification of the one-to-one hypothesis, if it exists, would 

at least require more detailed / and a information troughout the TRIGA core. This 

study is not within the scope of this work. 



Table 6-2 

Non-lineax least squares method error 
contributiorrfactors 

Susan 
% Error % Error % Error % Error % Error 

Isotope eY< ± %eY< Red a E r  Qo Ecd 
56Mn .0645±6.36 73.6 5.92 - 18.9 1.52 
64 Cu .0548±7.85 49.2 4.32 - 45.4 1.04 
95 Zr .0665±2.56 34.9 2.96 - 61.4 .65 
97 Zr .0869±17.15 99.2 - - .77 -

"Mo .0574±17.20 86.6 - - 13.4 -

101 Mo .0571±10.47 83.0 - - 17.0 -

165Dy .0481±29.31 9.31 10 .02 77.8 2.84 
198 Au .0563±6.59 92.5 - - 7.5 -

Rabbit 
% Error % Error % Error % Error % Error 

Isotope eYi ± %eY< Red a E r  Qo Ecd 
52y .0771±14.79 15.7 13.8 - 70.5 -

56Mn .0781±5.99 69.8 8.35 - 21.8 -

95 Zr .0881±4.31 76.2 1.27 - 22.5 -

97 Zr .0730±32.5 99.8 - - .2 -

99 Mo .0697±27.0 94.6 - - 5.4 -

101 Mo .0637±6.95 61.5 - - 38.5 -

165Dy .0666±33.33 15.0 11.7 - 73.2 .1 
198 Au .0664±6.08 91.3 - - 8.7 -



CHAPTER 7. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For neutron activation analysis calculations, assuming an epithermal flux 

energy distribution of the form $(£7) oc l/El+a, the parameters a and / have 

been determined for the Rabbit and Susan irradiation facilities in the University of 

Arizona TRIGA Mark I reactor. 

Two equivalent approaches, the Multimonitor method and the Non-linear 

least-squares method, were applied to the cadmium ratios of thin foils of gold, 

zirconium, vanadium, dysprosium, copper, manganese and molybdenum. The Non

linear least-squares approach was found to be superior to the Multimonitor method 

on the basis of smaller resulting uncertainties. Recommended values axe summarized 

in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1 

Recommended values of a and /, to be used 
in RNAA or ENAA, for the Susan and Rabbit 

irradiation facilities 

Irradiation 
Facility a O-a / *f 
Rabbit -.0396 .0104 16.89 1.08 

Susan -.0296 .0089 19.57 1.26 
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APPENDIX A 

CADRAT 

PROGRAM CADRATIO 
REAL NP,LM,LM1,LAMDA3 
CHARACTER SNAME(40)*10,INFILE*10,OTFIL1*10,OTFIL2*10 
CHARACTER PENGY(40)*10,OTFIL3*10,OTFIL4*10 
COMMON/Cl/ QO(40),PUQO(40),ER(40),PUER(40),EO(40),PUEO(40) 
COMMON/C2/ ECD(40),PUECD(40),STDALF(40,40) 
COMMON/C3/ RCDWA(40),STDWA(40),FSTDWA(40),FSTD(40) 
COMMON/C4/ ALF(40,40),IN,OUT1,OUT2,NISOT 
COMMON/C5/ F(40,40),STDAL(40,40),PUFCD(40) 
COMMON/C6/ SWTAVC(40),STDWAB(40),WTAVB(40),WTAVCD(40) 
COMMON/C7/ STD(40),STDCD(40),ASPDY1(20),STDB(40),ASPDY(20) 
COMMON/C8/ SLMDA(40),FCD(40),ASPB(40),ASPCD(40),RCD(40) 
COMMON/C9/ PERR(20),CPS(20),SCPS(20),W(20) 
COMMON/CIO/ CPSCD(20),SCPSC(20),WCD(20) 
COMMON/Cll/ AWAVG(40),SAWA(40),PSAWA(40) 
COMMON/alnu/ SNAME,INFILE,OTFILl,OTFIL2,pengy 
COMMON/C12/ CRCF(40) 
COMMON/C13/ OUT3,OUT4 
IN=5 
OUTl=6 
OUT2=7 
OUT3=4 
OUT4=9 
WRITE(*,*) 'INFILE,OTFILl,OTFIL2,OTFILE3,OTFILE4' 
READ(*,2) INFILE,OTFILl,OTFIL2,OTFIL3,OTFIL4 
2 FORMAT(A10,1X,A10,1X,A10,1X,A10,1X,A10) 
OPEN(IN,FILE=INFILE,STATUS='OLD') 
OPEN(OUTl,FILE=OTFILl,STATUS='NEW') 
OPEN(OUT2,FILE=OTFIL2,STATUS='NEW') 
OPEN(OUT3,FILE=OTFIL3,STATUS='NEW') 
OPEN(OUT4,FILE=OTFIL4,STATUS='NEW') 
READ(IN,*) NISOT,LM,RM,NALF,ERR 
CALL CDRAT 
C CALL FNDALF (LM,RM,NALF,ERR) 
C CALL ALWRTE 
CLOSE(OUT4) 
CLOSE(OUT3) 
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CL0SE(0UT2) 
CLOSE(OUTl) 
CLOSE(IN) 
END 

SUBROUTINE CDRAT 
REAL NP,LM,LM1,LAMDA3 
DIMENSION PDIFB(40),CADRAT(20),SDEV(20),SDRCF(20),PDIFCD(40) 
DIMENSION FSTDB(20),FSTDCD(20),TEX2(20),TEX3(20) 
INTEGER RUN(20) ,TEX 1 (20) 
CHARACTER SNAME(40)*10,INFILE*10,OTFIL1*10,OTFIL2*10 
CHARACTER PENGY(40)*10,IDNUM(4)*10,DATE(20)*10 
CHARACTER RMRKS*55,FID(2)*5,COMP(2)*10 
COMMON/C1/ QO(40),PUQO(40),ER(40),PUER(40),EO(40),PUEO(40) 
COMMON/C2/ ECD(40),PUECD(40),STDALF(40,40) 
COMMON/C3/ RCDWA(40),STDWA(40),FSTDWA(40),FSTD(40) 
COMMON/C4/ ALF(40,40),IN,OUT1,OUT2,NISOT 
COMMON/C5/ F(40,40),STDAL(40,40),PUFCD(40) 
COMMON/C6/ SWTAVC(40),STDWAB(40),WTAVB(40),WTAVCD(40) 
COMMON/C7/ STD(40) ,STDCD(40),ASPDY1 (20) ,STDB(40),ASPDY(20) 
COMMON/C8/ SLMDA(40),FCD(40),ASPB(40),ASPCD(40),RCD(40) 
COMMON/C9/ PERR(20),CPS(20),SCPS(20),W(20) 
COMMON/CIO/ CPSCD(20),SCPSC(20),WCD(20) 
COMMON/C11/ AWAVG(40),SAWA(40),PSAWA(40) 
COMMON/alnu/ SNAME,INFILE,OTFILl,OTFIL2,pengy 
COMMON/C12/ CRCF(40) 
COMMON/C13/ 0UT3.0UT4 
LAMDA3=LOG(2.)/60. 
TCLAMD=LOG(2.)/(14.2*60) 
READ(IN,*) NFLG 
DO 10 I=l,NISOT 
READ(IN,*) NMEAS 
READ(IN.l) SNAME(I),PENGY(I) 
1 FORMAT(2A10) 
WRITE(OUT2,710) SNAME(I),PENGY(I),NMEAS 
710 FORMAT(lX,//,'ISOTOPE '.A10.A10,//,IX,'NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS -

+ ,12,//) 
WRITE(OUT2,703) 
703 FORMAT(2X,'#',4X,'ASPB',6X,'STDB',7X,'%STD',6X,'ASPCD', 
+ eX.'STDCD'JX.'^oSTD'.SX.'RCD',/) 
WRITE(0UT1,4) SNAME(I),PENGY(I),NMEAS 
4 FORMAT(lX,'ISOTOPE ',A10.A10,//,IX,'NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS ',12, 
+ //) 
READ(IN,*)QO(I),PUQO(l),ER(I),PUER(I),EO(I),PUEO(I),ECD(I) 
+ ,PUECD(I) 



READ(IN,*) SLMDA(I),FCD(I),PUFCD(I),CRCF(I),SDRCF(I) 
C 
C 
DO 15 K1=1,NMEAS 
READ(IN,3) RMRKS 
3 FORMAT(A55) 
READ(IN,2) IDNUM(K1),RUN(K1),DATE(K1) 
2 F0RMAT(A4,I2,1X,A8) 
READ(IN,7) FID(l),COMP(l) 
7 FORMAT(A5,1X,A10) 
READ(IN ,*) NBARE.WB 
SUM=0.0 
SUM10=0.0 
SUM11=0.0 
Nl=INDEX(SNAME(I),'Zr-97') 
N2=INDEX(PENGY(I),'743.3') 
N=N1+N2 
N3=INDEX(SNAME(I),'Mo-101') 
N4=INDEX(PENGY(I),'306.8') 
LINDX=N3+N4 
DO 20 J=1,NBARE 
READ(IN,*) TIRR,TD,TM,NP,RRS 
SDC=(1-EXP(-SLMDA(I)*TIRR))*EXP(-SLMDA(I)*(TD-TIRR))* 
+ (1-EXP(-SLMDA(I)*TM))/(SLMDA(I)*TM) 
ASPDY(J )=NP/(TM*SDC* WB) 
IF(N.EQ.2) ASPDY(J)=ASPDY(J)*(LAMDA3-SLMDA(I))/LAMDA3 
IF(LINDX.EQ.2) THEN 
S3D3C3=(1-EXP(-TCLAMD*TIRR))*EXP(-TCLAMD*(TD-TIRR))* 
+ (1-EXP(-TCLAMD*TM))/(TCLAMD*TM) 
SNUM=NP/(TM*(TCLAMD-SLMDA(I))) 
SDEN=WB*(TCLAMD*SDC-SLMDA(I)*S3D3C3) 
ASPDY(J)=SNUM/SDEN 
ELSE 
END IF 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 25 J=1,NBARE 
25 SUM=SUM+ASPDY(J) 
ASPB(K1)=SUM/NBARE 
SUM2=0.0 
DO 30 J=1,NBARE 
30 SUM2=SUM2+(ASPDY(J)-ASPB(K1))**2 
IF(NBARE.EQ.l) THEN 
STDB(K1)=ASPDY(1)/100 
ELSE 
STDB(K1)=SQRT(SUM2/(NBARE-1.0)) 
END IF 
FSTDB(K1)=STDB(K1)*100/ASPB(K1) 
DO 500 J=1,NBARE 
500 PDIFB(J)=(ASPB(K1)-ASPDY(J))/STDB(K1) 
C CADMIUM COVERED ACIVITIES 



S6 

C 
READ(IN,7) FID(2),COMP(2) 
READ(IN *) NCD,WC 
SUM3=0.0 
SUM12=0.0 
SUM13=0.0 
DO 40 J=1,NCD 
READ(IN,*) TIRR,TD,TM,NP,RERA 
SDC=(1-EXP(-SLMDA(I)*TIRR))*EXP(-SLMDA(I)*(TD-TIRR))* 
+ (1-EXP(-SLMDA(I)*TM))/(SLMDA(I)*TM) 
ASPDY1(J)=NP/(TM*SDC*WC) 
IF(N.EQ.2) ASPDY1(J)=ASPDY1(J)*(LAMDA3-SLMDA(I))/LAMDA3 
IF(LINDX.EQ.2) THEN 
S3D3C3=(1-EXP(-TCLAMD*T1RR))*EXP(-TCLAMD*(TD-TIRR))* 
+ (1-EXP(-TCLAMD*TM))/(TCLAMD*TM) 
SNUM=NP/(TM*(TCLAMD-SLMDA(I))) 
SDEN=WB*(TCLAMD*SDC-SLMDA(I)*S3D3C3) 
ASPDY1(J)=SNUM/SDEN 
ELSE 
END IF 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 45 J=1,NCD 
SUM3=SUM3+ASPDY1(J) 
45 CONTINUE 
ASPCD(K1)= SUM3/NCD 
SUM4=0.0 
DO 50 J=1,NCD 
50 SUM4=SUM4+(ASPCD(K1)-ASPDY1(J))**2 
IF(NCD.EQ.l) THEN 
STDCD(K1)=ASPDY1(1)/100 
ELSE 
STDCD(K1)=SQRT(SUM4/(NCD-1.0)) 
END IF 
FSTDCD(K1)=STDCD(K1)*100/ASPCD(K1) 
DO 510 J=1,NCD 
510 PDIFCD(J)=(ASPCD(K1)-ASPDY1(J))/STDCD(IC1) 
C 
C 
C 
IF(NFLG.EQ.O) GO TO 1000 
IF(I.EQ.l) CRCF(I)=0.266 
IF(K1.EQ.1.0R.K1.EQ.2.AND.I.EQ.1) CRCF(1)=0.518 
1000 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
RCD(K1)=ASPB(K1)*FCD(I)/ASPCD(K1) 
STD(K1)=FCD(I)*SQRT((STDB(K1)/ASPCD(K1))**2+(ASPB(K1)/(ASPCD(K1) 
+ **2)*STDCD(K1))**2). 
FSTD(K1)=100*STD(K1)/RCD(K1) 



c 
c 
c 
WRITE(OUT1,101) Kl.DATE(Kl) 
101 F0RMAT(1X,'IRRADIATION # ',I2,//,1X,'IRR. DATE= \A8,/) 
WRITE(OUTl,6) RMRKS 
6 F0RMAT(1X,'REMARKS: ',A55,/) 
WRITE(OUTl,98) FID(1),FID(2) 
98 FORMAT(1 IX,'BARE FOIL ID: ',A5,5X,'Cd COV. FOIL ID: >,A5) 
WRITE(OUTl,99) WB,WC 
99 FORMAT(15X,'MASS(gm): ',F7.6,10X,'MASS(gm): ',F7.6) 
WRITE(OUTl,115) COMP(l),COMP(2) 
115 FORMAT(12X,'CHEM. COMP.: ',A10,4X,'CHEM. COMP.: ',A10,/) 
WRITE(OUT1,102) 
102 F0RMAT(1X,'SAMPLE',2X,'COUNT',3X,'SP ACT BARE',5X, 
+ 'DIFF/SSTD',7X, 
+ 'SP ACT Cd',6X,'DIFF/SSTD',/,2X,'ID',7X,'#',5X,'(cts/s-gm)', 
+ 20X,'(cts/s-gm)',/) 
NOUT=MAX(NBARE,NCD) 
DO 80 J=l,NOUT 
IF(J.LE.NBARE.AND.J.LE.NCD) THEN 
WRITE(OUT1,104) J,ASPDY(J),PDIFB(J),ASPDY1(J),PDIFCD(J) 
ELSE 
IF(J.GT.NCD.AND.J.LE.NBARE) WRITE(OUT1,105) J,ASPDY(J),PDIFB(J) 
IF(J.GT.NBARE.AND.J.LE.NCD) WR1TE(OUT1,106) J.ASPDYl(J), 
+ PDIFCD(J) 
END IF 
80 CONTINUE 
104 FORMAT(10X,I2,4X,1PE10.3,4X,1PE10.3,5X,1PE10.3,4X,1PE10.3) 
105 FORMAT(10X,I2,4X,1PE10.3,4X,1PE10.3) 
106 FORMAT(10X,I2,33X,1PE10.3,4X,1PE10.3) 
WRITE(OUT1,109) ASPB(K1),ASPCD(K1) 
109 F0RMAT(1X,/,11X,'AVG= ',1PE10.3,9X,'AVG= MPE10.3) 
WRITE(OUTl.llO) STDB(K1),STDCD(K1) 
110 FORMAT(1X,10X,'STD= ',1X,1PE10.3,10X,'STD= ',2X,1PE10.3) 
WRITE(OUTl,lll) FSTDB(K1),FSTDCD(K1) 
111 FORMAT(IX,9X,'FSTD= ',1X,F7.4,' %',10X,'FSTD= ',2X,F7.4,' %') 
WRITE(OUT1,107) RCD(K1),STD(K1),FSTD(K1) 
107 FORMAT(lX,//,14X,'RCD= ',F9.4,5X,'STD= ',F7.4,/,24X, 
+ 'FSTD= ',F7.4,' %'//) 
WRITE(OUT2,701) K1,ASPB(K1),STDB(K1),FSTDB(K1),ASPCD(K1), 
+ STDCD(K1),FSTDCD(K1),RCD(K1) 
C WRITE(OUT2,*) FSTDB(K1),FSTDCD(K1) 
701 FORMAT(1X,I2,1X,2(1PE10.3),1PE8.1,1X,2(1PE10.3, 
+ 1X),1PE8.1,1X,1PE10.3) 
C 
C * Output results to TEX file 
C * Ssve texl=idnum,tex2=rcd,tex3=std 
TEX1(K1)=RUN(K1) 
TEX2(K1)=RCD(K1) 



TEX3(K1)=STD(K1)*100/RCD(K1) 
C 
15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(OUT2,702) 
702 FORMAT(//) 
C 
C 
C 
SUM300=0.0 
DO 100 K1=1,NMEAS 
100 SUM300=SUM300+RCD(K1) 
CADRAT(I)=SUM300/NMEAS 
SUM400=0.0 
DO 900 K1=1,NMEAS 
900 SUM400=SUM400+(CADRAT(I)-RCD(K1))**2 
IF(NMEAS.EQ.l) THEN 
SDEV(I)=CADRAT(I)*.04 
SSDEV=SDEV(I) 
ELSE 
SDEV(I)=SQRT(SUM400/(NMEAS-1)) 
SSDEV=SQRT(SUM400/(NMEAS-1)) 
END IF 
C 
PSDEV=100*SDEV(I)/CADRAT(I) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
WRITE(OUT2,704) CADRAT(I),SDEV(I),PSDEV 
704 FORMAT(10X,'Avg. Cad. Rat.=\F8.4,2x,'Std. Dev.=',F8.4,2x, 
+ '% Sdev=',F7.4,/) 
WRITE(OUT2,705) SSDEV 
705 FORMAT(30X,'Sample Std.=',lx,F8.4,/) 
WRITE(OUT2,709) 
709 FORMAT(31X,'#\10X,'DIFF/SSDEV',/) 
C 
C * write headings to tex file 
DO 706 K1=1,NMEAS 
DIFF=(CADRAT(I)-RCD(K1))/SSDEV 
C * Write results to tex file 
C 
706 WRITE(OUT2,707) Kl.DIFF 
707 FORMAT(30X,I2,10X,1PE10.3) 
WRITE(OUT1,201) CADRAT(I),SDEV(I),PSDEV 
201 FORMAT(16X,'CADRATIO',F8.4,'SDEV',F8.4,%SDEV',F7.4,//) 
C 
C 
C 
RCDWA(I)=CRCF(I)*(CADRAT(I)-FCD(I))+FCD(I) 
SDCF=SDRCF(I)*CRCF(I)/100 



STDWA(I)=SQRT((SDEV(I)*CRCF(I))**2+((CADRAT(I)-FCD(I))*SDCF)**2) 
FSTDWA(I)=STDWA(I)*100/RCDWA(I) 
C 
C 
C 
10 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
C 
WRITE(OUT2,221) 
221 FORMAT(21X,'ISOT. NAME',3X,'CAD. RATIO',5X,'SDEV',/) 
WRITE(OUT3,211) 
211 FORMAT(21X,'ISOT. NAME',3X,'CAD.RATIO',7X,'CAD.RATIO' 
+ ,5X,'STD',9X,'% STD',/,33X,'CORR. FACTOR',//) 
DO 70 I=l,NISOT 
WRITE(OUT2,220) SNAME(I),CADRAT(I),SDEV(I) 
220 FORMAT(21X,A10,3X,F10.5,3X,F8.5) 
70 WRITE(OUT3,22) SNAME(I),CRCF(I),RCDWA(I),STDWA(I),FSTDWA(I) 
22 FORMAT(21X,A10,F6.3,6X,F10.5,3X,F8.5,5X,F8.5) 
WRITE(OUT3,ll) 
11 FORMAT(//,21X,'MONITOR',9X,'PEAK ENGY',6X,'QO',9X,'ER',/ 
+ 24X,'#')3X,'NAME',7X,'(KeV)',7X,'%UNC',8X,'%UNC',/) 
DO 65 I=l,NISOT 
WRITE(OUT3,12) I,SNAME(I),PENGY(I),QO(I),ER(I) 
12 FORMAT(23X,I2,2X,A9,1X,A10,2X,F7.3,3X,F8.2) 
WRITE(OUT3,13) PUQO(I),PUER(I) 
13 FORMATtTSl.'C.FS^.'y^X.'C.FS^,')') 
65 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 



APPENDIX B-l 

SSHIELD 

10 REM SAVE "SSHIELD.BAS",A 
20 DIM ZHI(20),RM(20),MAS(20),SIG0(20),DENS(20),MW(20),ISC)$(20),GTH(20), 
SUM2(20) 
30 DIM ER(20),RJ(20),RI(20),G(20),A(20),TOGTUN(20),TAUN(20),TAUG(20), 
SGER(20) 
40 DIM R(20),BETHA(20),ETHA(20),GEPI(20),Q(20),DN(20),RLHS(20),RHS(20), 
SGMP(20) 
50 DIM TAU(20),PABU(20),TAUR(20),GEPIT(20,20),THETA(20),NISO(10),GE(20), 
W(20,20) 
60 DEF FNZHI(X,Y)=(1-EXP(-X)+X*EXP(-X)-(X42*Y))/(2*X) 
70 DEF FNSIGR(A,ER>TAUN,G,TAU)=((A+1)/A)2*TAUN*G*2608000./(ER*TAU) 
80 DEF FNGE1(SGER,SGMP,ETHA,TAU,TAUN)=1/SQR(1+(SGER/ 
(SGMP*(ETHA+1)))*(1-(TAUN/(TAU*(ETHA+1))))) 
90 DEF FNGE2(SGER,SGMP,ETHA,TAU,TAUG)=1/SQR(1+SGER*TAUG/ 
(SGMP*ETHA*TAU)) 
100 REM ON ERROR GOTO 2000 
110 PHI=3.141593:AVO=.602252 
120 B$="SSHIELD.DAT" 
130 OPEN B$ FOR INPUT AS #2 
140 INPUT #2, NSAM 
590 FOR 1=1 TO NSAM 
600 INPUT #2, ISO$(I) 
610 INPUT #2, RM(I),DENS(I),SIG0(I),MW(I),PABU(I),A(I),R(I) 
620 INPUT #2, NISO(I) 
630 DN(I)=RM(I)*AVO*PABU(I)/(MW(I)*100) 
640 ZHI(I)=DN(I)*SIG0(I)*.831947 
650 IF ZHI(I) < .1 THEN P%=5 
660 IF ZHI(I) > .1 AND ZHI(I) < 1 THEN P%=10 
670 IF ZHI(I) > 1 THEN P%=INT(5*ZHI(I))+5 
680 SUM=0 
690 FACT=1 
700 FOR J 1 = 1 TO P% 
710 FACT=FACT*J 1 
720 SUM=SUM+(-ZHI(I))2/(Jl*FACT) 
730 NEXT J1 
740 GTH(I)=FNZHI(ZHI(I),SUM) 
750 FOR J=1 TO NISO(I) 

90 
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760 INPUT #2, ER(J),RJ(J),RI(J),TAUN(J),TAUG(J) 
770 G(J)=(2*RJ(J)+1)/(2*(2*RI(J)+1)) 
780 TAU(J)=TAUN(J)+TAUG(J) 
790 SGER(J)=FNSIGR(A(I),ER(J),TAUN(J),G(J),TAU(J)) 
800 W(I,J)=SGER(J)*TAU(J)/(ER(J)(.5)) 
810 TAUR(J)=SGER(J)*DN(I) 
820 THETA(J)=4*.0253*ER(J)/(A(J)*(TAU(J)2)) 
830 IF TAUR(J) > 1 THEN GEPIT(I,J)=4*SQR(l/(PHI*TAUR(J)))/3 
840 IF TAUR(J) < 1 THEN GEPIT(I,J)=l+(TAUR(J)*LOG(TAUR(J))/4)-.3274*TAUK(.l) 
850 NEXT J 
860 NEXT I 
870 FOR 1=1 TO NSAM 
880 SUM 1=0:SUM2(I)=0 
890 FOR J=1 TO NISO(I) 
900 SUM1=SUM1+W(I,J)*GEPIT(I,J) 
910 SUM2(I)=SUM2(I)+W(I,J) 
920 NEXT J 
930 GE(I)=SUM1/SUM2(I) 
940 Q(I)=GE(I)/GTH(I) 
950 NEXT I 
960 PRINT" ISOTOPE 
970 LPRINT"ISOTOPE 
980 PRINT" " 
990 LPRINT" " 
1000 FOR 1=1 TO NSAM 
1010 PRINT USING" 
ISO$(I),GTH(I),GE(I),Q(I) 
1020 LPRINT USING" 
ISO$(I),GTH(I),GE(I),Q(I) 
1030 NEXT I 
1040 PRINT" " 
1050 LPRINT" " 
1060 FOR 1=1 TO NSAM 
1070 PRINT ISO$(I),GE(I) 
1080 LPRINT ISO$(I),GE(I) 
1090 FOR J=1 TO NISO(I) 
1100 PRINT J,GEPIT(I,J),(W(I,J)*100/SUM2(I)) 
1110 LPRINT J,GEPIT(I,J),(W(I,J)*100/SUM2(I)) 
1120 NEXT J 
1121 PRINT" " 
1122 LPRINT" " 
1123 NEXT I 
1130 STOP 
1140 REM PRINT USINC'ERROR NO.### IN LINE #####";ERR,ERL 

GTH GEPI Q" 
GTH GEPI Q" 

#•## #•## #•##"; 

#•## #•## #•##"; 



APPENDIX B-2 

AIPHITER 

10 REM SAVE"ALPHITER.BAS",A 
20 DIM RCD(20),SIGR(20),Y(20),SIGY(20),ER(20),SIGE(20),Q0(20),SIGQ(20),YV(20) 
30 DIM FC(10),ELIB(200),JTEMP(12),ITEMP(12),RCDMES(20) 
40 DIM ARRAY(11,12),COEFF(11),X#(12),ISO$(20),IGAM(80),ISNUM(80),EISO(20) 
50 DIM FCD(20),SDRCF(20),STD(20),Q(20),CRCF(20),YPLOT(20) 
60 DIM PYPRCD(15),PYPALP(15),PYPQ0(15),PYPER(15),PYPQ(15),A1(15),A2(15) 
70 DIM A3(15),A4(15),A5(15),SGY(15),LHS(15),RHS(15),SLHS(15),SRHS(15),PYPECD( I",) 
80 DEF FNQ(Q0,ER, ALPHA,ECD)=(Q0-2*SQR(.0253/ECD))/ERALPHA+2*SQR(.025:')/ 
((2*ALPHA+l)*ECD(ALPHA+.5)) 
90 DEF FND(Q0,ER,ALPHA,ECD)=-(Q0-2*SQR(.0253/ECD))*LOG(ER)/ERALPIIA 
-(2*SQR(.0253)/((2*ALPHA+l)*ECD(ALPHA+.5)))*(2/(2*ALPHA+l)+LOG(ECD)) 
100 REM ON ERROR GOTO 1570 
110 INPUT'INFILE,ALPHA,SGALP,OTFILE(USE QUOTES)";B$,ALPHA,SGALP,AS 
120 OPEN B$ FOR INPUT AS #2 
130 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, ISO$(I): NEXT I 
140 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, CRCF(I):NEXT I 
150 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, SDRCF(I):NEXT I 
160 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, FCD(I):NEXT I 
210 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, RCDMES(I): NEXT I 
230 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, SIGR(I): NEXT I 
250 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, Q(I): NEXT I 
270 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, SIGQ(I): NEXT I 
290 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, ER(I): NEXT I 
310 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT# 2, SIGE(I): NEXT I 
315 CLOSE # 2 
320 E0=.0253:ECD=.55 
330 PRINT"ISOTOPE CAD. RATIO(t=0) CAD. RATIO MEAS. Q=GEPI/GTIP 
340 LPRINT"ISOTOPE CAD. RATIO(t=0) CAD. RATIO MEAS. Q=GEPI/GTI!" 
350 PRINT" " 
360 LPRINT" " 
370 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
380 SDCF=CRCF(I)*SDRCF(I)/100 
390 RCD(I)=CRCF(I)*(RCDMES(I)-FCD(I))+FCD(I) 
400 STD(I)=SQR(((RCDMES(I)-FCD(I))*SDCF)2+(CRCF(I)*SIGR(I))2) 
410 FSTD=STD(I)*100/RCD(I) 
420 IF 1= 1 THEN RCD(I)=CRCF(I)*(RCDMES(I)-.991)+.991 

92 
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430 Y(I)=1/(RCD(I)-1):-SIGY(I)=STD(I)*(Y(I)2) 
440 LPRINT USING"\ \ ###.#### +/-
#•#### ###•####+/-#•#### #•##+/-#•##" 
;ISO$(I),RCD(I),STD(I),RCDMES(I),SIGR(I),CRCF(I),SDCF 
450 PRINT USING"\ \ ###.#### +/-
#•#### ###•####+/-#•#### #•##+/-#•##" 
;ISO$(I),RCD(I), 
STD(I),RCDMES(I),SIGR(I),CRCF(I),SDCF 
460 NEXT I 
470 PRINT" " 
480 LPRINT" " 
580 PRINT" " 
590 LPRINT" " 
600 PRINT" ISOTOPE Q0 Q0(ALPHA) ER PQOPALP" 
610 LPRINT"ISOTOPE Q0 QO(ALPHA) ER PQOPALP" 
620 PRINT" " 
630 LPRINT" " 
1590 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
1600 Q0=FNQ(Q(I),ER(I),ALPHA,ECD):DERIV=FND(Q(I),ER(I),ALPHA,ECD) 
1610 PRINT USING" \ \ ##.###"""" 

##•###" "  ####•##  ## •###" " " '  
;ISO$(I),Q(I),QO,ER(I),DERIV 
1620 LPRINT USING" \ \ ##.### """ 

##•###""  ####•## ##•###•""  
;ISO$(I),Q(I),QO,ER(I),DERIV 
1630 PYPRCD(I)=-(ER(I):ALPHA)/(Q0*(RCD(I)-1)2) 
1640 PYPALP(I)=-(LOG(ER(I))*Q0+DERIV)/((ER(I)ALPHA)*Q02*(RCD(I)-l)) 
1650 PYPQ0(I)=-1/((RCD(I)-1)*(ER(I)ALPHA)*(Q02)) 
1660 PYPER(I)=(ALPHA*ER(I):i*Q0+ALPHA*(2*SQR(.0253/ECD)-Q(I))* 
(ER(I)-(1+ALPHA)))*PYPQ0(I) 
1670 PYPQ(I)=(ER(I);ALPHA)*PYPQ0(I) 
1680 PYPECD(I)=(SQR(.0253)*(ER(I);ALPHA)*(ECD:1.5)-2*SQR(.0253)* 
(ALPHA+.5)*ECD-(ALPHA+1.5)/(2*ALPHA+1))*PYPQ0(I) 
1690 A1(I)=PYPRCD(I)*STD(I) 
1700 A2(I)=PYPALP(I)*SGALP 
1710 A3(I)=PYPER(I)*SIGE(I) 
1720 A4(I)=PYPQ(I)*SIGQ(I) 
1730 A5(I)=PYPECD(I)*.ll 
1740 SGY(I)=SQR(A1(I)2 + A2(I)2 + A3(I)2 + A4(I)2+A5(I)2) 
1750 YPLOT(I)=1/((RCD(I)-1)*(ER(I)ALPHA)*QO) 
1760 LHS(I)=LOG(YPLOT(I)) 
1770 RHS(I)=LOG(ER(I)) 
1780 SLHS(I)=SQR((SGY(I)/YPLOT(I))2) 
1790 SRHS(I)=SQR((SIGE(I)/ER(I))2) 
1800 NEXT I 
1810 PRINT" " 
1820 LPRINT" " 
1830 PRINT"ISOTOPE YPLOT PYPRCD PYPALP PYPER PYPQ0 

PYPECD" 



1840 LPRINT'ISOTOPE YPLOT PYPRCD PYPALP PYPER PY1 
PYPECD" 

1850 PRINT" " 
1860 LPRINT" " 
1870 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
1880 PRINT USING"\ \ #.## " * '+/-
##•## ""##•## ""##•## """ 
##.## ##.## ##.## *"*" 
;ISO$(I),YPLOT(I),SGY(I),Al(I),A2(I),A3(I),A4(I),A5(I) 
1890 LPRINT USING"\ \ #.## "" '+/-
##•## ""##•## """ ##•## """ 
##.## ##.## ##.## """" 
;ISO$(I),YPLOT(I),SG Y(I), A1 (I), A2(I), A3(I), A4(I), A5(I) 
1900 NEXT I 
1910 PRINT" " 
1920 LPRINT" " 
1930 LPRINT" " 
1940 LPRINT" " 
1950 LPRINT" " 
1960 LPRINT" " 
1970 PRINT" ISOTOPE Ln[ER] 
Ln[ERALPHA/(RCD-l)*Q0]" 
1980 LPRINT'ISOTOPE Ln[ER] 
Ln[ERALPHA/(RCD-l)*Q0]" 
1990 PRINT" " 
2000 LPRINT" " 
2001 DUM=2 
2002 OPEN AS FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
2003 PRINT# 1,USING"#,#";NISO;DUM 
2010 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
2020 PRINT USING"\ \ ##.###""-+/-
##.## ##.### +/. 
##.### """";ISO$(I),RHS(I),SRHS(I),LHS(I),SLHS(I) 
2030 LPRINT USING"\ \ ##.###-""+/- ' 
##.## ##.### +/ .  
##.### ";ISO$(I),RHS(I),SRHS(I),LHS(I),SLHS(I) 
2031 PRINT# 1 .USING"#.####, #.####, ##.####, #•####" 
;RHS(I);SRHS(I);LHS(I);SLHS(I) 
2040 NEXT I 
2041 CLOSE #1 
2060 REM PRINT USING"ERROR NO.### IN FITALPHA LINE#####";ERR,EI?I. 
2070 REM PRINT"PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE": INPUT D$: RESUME 1230 



APPENDIX B-3 

NONLAFIT 

10 REM SAVE"NONLAFIT.BAS",A 
20 DIM RCD(20),SIGR(20),Y(20),SIGY(20),ER(20),SIGE(20), 
Q0(20),SIGQ(20),W(20) 
30 DIM FC(10),ELIB(200),JTEMP(12),ITEMP(12),RCDMES(20) 
40 DIM ARRAY(ll,12),COEFF(ll)tX#(12),ISO$(20),IGAM(80),ISNUM(80),EISO(20) 
50 DIM FCD(20),SDRCF(20),STD(20),Q(20),CRCF(20),YPLOT(15) 
60 DIM PYPRCD(15),PYPALP(15),PYPQ0(15),PYPER(15),PYPQ(15),A1(15),A2( 15) 
70 DIM A3(15),A4(15),A5(15),SGY(15),LHS(15),RHS(15),SLHS(15),SRHS(15), 
PYPECD(15) 
80 DEF FNQ(Q0 ,ER, ALPHA,ECD)=(Q0-2*SQR(.0253/ECD))/ER"ALPHA+2*SQR(.0253)/ 
((2*ALPHA+l)*ECD"(ALPHA+.5)) 
90 DEF FND(Q0,ER,ALPHA,ECD)=-(Q0-2*SQR(.0253/ECD))*LOG(ER)/ER"ALPIIA-
(2*SQR(.0253)/((2*ALPHA+l)*ECD"(ALPHA+.5)))*(2/(2*ALPHA+l)+LOG(ECD)) 
100 REM ON ERROR GOTO 1570 
105 INPUT "ENTER INPUT AND OUPUT FILES:A,B" ,B$,A$ 
115 OPEN B$ FOR INPUT AS #2 
120 INPUT#2, NISO 
130 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, ISO$(I): NEXT I 
140 FOR 1=1 TO NISO:INPUT#2, CRCF(I):NEXT I 
150 FOR 1=1 TO NISO:INPUT#2, SDRCF(I):NEXT I 
160 FOR 1=1 TO NISO:INPUT#2, FCD(I):NEXT I 
210 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, RCDMES(I): NEXT I 
230 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, SIGR(I): NEXT I 
250 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, Q(I): NEXT I 
270 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, SIGQ(I): NEXT I 
290 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, ER(I): NEXT I 
310 FOR 1=1 TO NISO: INPUT#2, SIGE(I): NEXT I 
315 CLOSE #2 
320 E0=.0253:ECD=.55 
330 PRINT"ISOTOPE CAD. RATIO(t=0) CAD. RATIO MEAS. 
Q=GEPI/GTH" 
340 LPRINT"ISOTOPE CAD. RATIO(t=0) CAD. RATIO MEAS. 
Q=GEPI/GTH" 
350 PRINT" " 
360 LPRINT" " 
370 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
380 SDCF=CRCF(I)*SDRCF(I)/100 

95 



390 RCD(I)=CRCF(I)*(RCDMES(I)-FCD(I))+FCD(I) 
400 STD(I)=SQR(((RCDMES(I)-FCD(I))*SDCF)~2+(CRCF(I)*SIGR(I))*2) 
410 FSTD=STD(I)*100/RCD(I) 
420 IF 1= 1 THEN RCD(I)=CRCF(I)*(RCDMES(I)-.991)+.991 
430 Y(I)=1/(RCD(I)-1): SIGY(I)=STD(I)*(Y(I)"2) 
440 LPRINT USING"\ \ ###.#### +/-
##•#### ###•####+/-#•#### #•##+/-#•##"; 
ISO$(I) ,RCD(I) ,STD(I) ,RCDMES(I), 
SIGR(I) ,CRCF(I) ,SDCF 
450 PRINT USING"\ \ ###.#### +/- ##.#### 
###•####+/-#•#### #•##+/-#•##"; 
ISO$(I),RCD(I),STD(I),RCDMES(I), 
SIGR(I) ,CRCF (I) ,SDCF 
460 NEXT I 
470 PRINT" " 
480 LPRINT" " 
490 LPRINT" ISOTOPE Y Q0 ER" 
500 PRINT" ISOTOPE Y Q0 ER" 
510 PRINT" " 
520 LPRINT" " . 
530 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
540 LPRINT USING"\ \ ###.####+/- ##.### 
###•###+/- #•### ####•##+/- ###•##"; 
ISO$(I);Y(I),SIGY(I);Q(I);SIGQ(I);ER(I);SIGE(I) 
550 PRINT USING"\ \ ###.####+/- ##.### 
###•###+/- #•### ####.##+/- ###•##"; 
ISO$(I);Y(I),SIGY(I);Q(I);SIGQ(I);ER(I);SIGE(I) 
560 NEXT I 
570 PRINT" " 
580 LPRINT" " 
590 PRINT" NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES ITERATIONS" 
600 LPRINT" NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES ITERATIONS" 
610 PRINT" " 
620 LPRINT" " 
630 ' SET UP WEIGHTED NORMAL EQUATIONS 
640 RATIO=.05: ALPHA=-.021 
650 NORDER=2 
660 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER: X#(I)=0#: FORJ=1 TO NORDER: ARRAY(I,J)=0#: 

NEXT J: NEXT I 
670 FOR L=1 TO NISO 
680 Q=FNQ(Q(L),ER(L),ALPHA,ECD): DERIV=FND(Q(L),ER(L),ALPHA,ECD) 
685 PQECDS=(SQR(E0)*((ECD~(-3/2)*ER(L)"(-ALPHA))-(2*(ALPIIA+.5)*ECD"-
(ALPHA+1.5)/(2*ALPHA+1)))*.11)*2 
690 SIGQRA2=RATIO*2*((SIGQ(L)/ER(L)" ALPHA)"2 + ((Q(L)-.429)* 
ALPHA*SIGE(L)/ER(L)"(ALPHA+1))"2+PQECDS) 
700 FC(1)=Q: FC(2)=RATIO*DERIV: W=l/ (SIGY(L)"2+SIGQRA2): W(L)=YV 
710 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER: X#(I)=X#(I)+W*(Y(L)-RATIO*Q)*FC(I): 
FOR J=l TO NORDER: ARRAY(I,J)=ARRAY(I,J)+W*FC(I)*FC(J) 
720 NEXT J: NEXT I: NEXT L 
730 GOSUB 910 



740 RATIO=RATIO+COEFF(l): ALPHA=ALPHA+COEFF(2) 
750 LPRINT USING" ALPHA= #.#### +/- #.#### 
RATIO= #.#### +/- #•####"; 
ALPHA;SQR(ARRAY(2,2));RATIO;SQR(ARRAY(l,l)) 
760 PRINT USING" ALPHA= #.#### +/- #•#### 
RATIO = #.#### +/- #.####"; 
ALPHA;SQR(ARRAY(2,2));RATIO;SQR(ARRAY(l,l)) 
770 IF ABS(COEFF(2))>.00001 THEN 660 
780 PRINT" " 
790 LPRINT" " 
800 PRINT"ISOTOPE Y(I) RATIO*Q(ALF) DIFFERENCE 
PERCENT DIFF DIF/SIG" 
810 LPRINT"ISOTOPE Y(I) RATIO*Q(ALF) DIFFERENCE 
PERCENT DIFF DIF/SIG" 
820 PRINT" " 
830 LPRINT" " 
840 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
850 Q=FNQ(Q(I),ER(I),ALPHA,ECD) 
860 LPRINT USING"\ \ ##.####+/-##.#### 
##•####+/-#•#### ##•#### ###•# ##•##"; 
ISO$(I);Y(I),SIGY(I);RATIO*Q,l/SQR(W(I)); 
RATIO*Q-Y(I) ;100!*(RATIO*Q-Y(I))/Y(I);(RATIO*Q-Y(I))*SQR( W( I)) 
870 PRINT USING"\ \ ##.####+/-##.#### 
##•####+/-#•#### ##•#### ###•# ##•##"; 
ISO$(I) ;Y (I) ,SIGY (I) ;RATIO*Q, 
1/SQR(W(I));RATK)*Q-Y(I);100!*(RATIO*Q-Y(I))/Y(I); 
(RATIO*Q-Y(I))*SQR(W(I)) 
880 NEXT I 
890 GOSUB 1530 
900 STOP 
910 ' matrix inversion routine from Bevington, p 302 
920 DET=1 
930 FOR K=1 TO NORDER 
940 AMAX=0 
950 FOR I=K TO NORDER 
960 FOR J=K TO NORDER 
970 C=ABS(AMAX)-ABS(ARRAY(I,J)) 
980 IF C>0 THEN 1000 
990 AM AX= ARRAY (I, J): ITEMP(K)=I: JTEMP(K)=J 
1000 NEXT J 
1010 NEXT I 
1020 IF AMAX< >0 THEN 1040 
1030 DET=0: RETURN 
1040 I=ITEMP(K) 
1050 IF I<K THEN 950 
1060 IF I=K THEN 1100 
1070 FOR J=1 TO NORDER 
1080 TEMP=ARRAY(K,J): ARRAY(K,J)=ARRAY(I,J): ARRAY(I,J)=-TEMP 
1090 NEXT J 
1100 J=JTEMP(K) 



1110 IF J<K THEN 950 
1120 IF J=K THEN 1160 
1130 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER 
1140 TEMP=ARRAY(I,K): ARRAY(I,K)=ARRAY(I,J): ARRAY(I,J)=-TEMP 
1150 NEXT I 
1160 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER 
1170 IF I=K THEN 1190 
1180 ARRAY(I,K)=-(ARRAY(I,K)/AMAX) 
1190 NEXT I 
1200 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER 
1210 IF I=K THEN 1260 
1220 FOR J=1 TO NORDER 
1230 IF J=K THEN 1250 
1240 ARRAY(I,J)=ARRAY(I,J)+ARRAY(1,K)*ARRAY(K,J) 
1250 NEXT J 
1260 NEXT I 
1270 FOR J=1 TO NORDER 
1280 IF J=K THEN 1300 
1290 ARRAY(K,J)=ARRAY(K,J)/AMAX 
1300 NEXT J 
1310 ARRAY(K,K)=1/AMAX: DET=DET*AMAX 
1320 NEXT K 
1330 FOR LTEMP=1 TO NORDER 
1340 K=NORDER-LTEMP+l: J=ITEMP(K) 
1350 IF J<=K THEN 1390 
1360 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER 
1370 TEMP=ARRAY(I,K): ARRAY(I,K)=-ARRAY(I,J): ARRAY(I,J)=TEMP 
1380 NEXT I 
1390 I=JTEMP(K): IF I<=K THEN 1440 
1400 FOR J=1 TO NORDER 
1410 TEMP=ARRAY(K,J): ARRAY(K,J)=-ARRAY(I,J): ARRAY(I,J)=TEMP 
1420 NEXT J 
1430 ARRAY(I,J)=TEMP 
1440 NEXT LTEMP 
1450 FOR 1=1 TO NORDER 
1460 SUM#=0# 
1470 FOR J=1 TO NORDER 
1480 SUM#=SUM#+X#(J)*ARRAY(I,J) 
1490 NEXT J 
1500 COEFF(I)=SUM# 
1510 NEXT I 
1520 RETURN ' end matrix inversion routine 
1530 PRINT" " 
1540 LPRINT" " 
1550 LPRINT" ISOTOPE Q0 QOf ALPHA) ER 
PQ0PALP PQ0PECD" 
1560 PRINT"ISOTOPE Q0 QO(ALPIIA) ER 
PQ0PALP PQ0PECD" 
1570 PRINT" " 
1580 LPRINT" " 



1590 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
1600 Q0=FNQ(Q(I),ER(I),ALPHA,ECD):DERIV=FND(Q(I),ER(I),ALPHA,ECD): 
SGALP=SQR(ARRAY(2,2)) 
1605 D1=(SQR(.0253)*(ER(I)~-ALPHA)*(ECD"-1.5)-2*SQR(.0253)* 
(ALPHA+.5)*ECDA-(ALPHA+1.5)/(2*ALPHA+l))*.ll 
1610 PRINT USING"\ \ ##.###""" 
##•###"""  ####•## ##•###-""  

##.### ; 
ISO$(I),Q(I),QO,ER(I),DERIV,D1 
1620 LPRINT USING"\ \ ##.###-"" 
##•###""  ####•## ##.###""  
##.### 
ISO$(I) ,Q(I) ,Q0,ER(I) ,DERIV,D1 
1630 PYPRCD(I)=-(ER(I)~-ALPHA)/(Q0*(RCD(I)-1)"2) 
1640 PYPALP(I)=-(LOG(ER(I))*QO+DERIV)/((ER(I)" ALPHA)*Q0*2*(RCD(I)-1)) 
1650 PYPQ0(I)=-1/((RCD(I)-1)*(ER(I)~ALPHA)*(Q0*2)) 
1660 PYPER(I)=(ALPHA*ER(I)"-1*Q0+ALPHA*(2*SQR(.0253/ECD)-Q(I))* 
(ER(I)"-(1+ALPHA)))*PYPQ0(I) 
1670 PYPQ(I)=(ER(I)"-ALPHA)*PYPQO(I) 
1685 PYPECD(I)=D1*PYPQ0(I) 
1690 A1(I)=PYPRCD(I)*STD(I) 
1700 A2(I)=PYPALP(I)*SGALP 
1710 A3(I)=PYPER(I)*SIGE(I) 
1720 A4(I)=PYPQ(I)*SIGQ(I) 
1730 A5(I)=P YPECD(I)*. 11 
1740 SGY(I)=SQR(A1(I)"2 + A2(I)"2 + A3(I)-2 + A4(I)"2+A5(I)~2) 
1750 YPLOT(I)=1/((RCD(I)-1)*(ER(I)"ALPHA)*QO) 
1760 LHS(I)=LOG(YPLOT(I)) 
1770 RHS(I)=LOG(ER(I)) 
1780 SLHS(I)=SQR((SGY(I)/YPLOT(I))"2) 
1790 SRHS(I)=SQR((SIGE(I)/ER(I))" 2) 
1800 NEXT I 
1810 PRINT" " 
1820 LPRINT" " 
1830 PRINT" ISOTOPE YPLOT PYPRCD PYPALP PYPER 
PYPQ0 PYPECD" 
1840 LPRINT"ISOTOPE YPLOT PYPRCD PYPALP 
PYPER PYPQ0 PYPECD" 
1850 PRINT" " 
1860 LPRINT" " 
1870 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
1871 C1=(A1(I)*2*100)/(SGY(I)"2) 
1872 C2=(A2(I)"2*100)/(SGY(I)"2) 
1873 C3=(A3(I)" 2*100)/(SGY(I)" 2) 
1874 C4=(A4(I)"2*100)/(SGY(I)~2) 
1875 C5=(A5(I) "2*100)/(SGY(I) "2) 
1880 PRINT USING"\ \ #.##" *" "+/-
##•## " — 
##•## ""##•## " — 



ISO$(I),YPLOT(I),SGY(I),CI,02,03,04,05 
1890 LPRINT USING"\ \ #.## 
##•## -"##.## """ ##•## " — 
##•## ""-##•## """##•## 
ISO$(I),YPLOT(I),SGY(I),Cl,C2,C3,C4,C5 
1900 NEXT I 
1910 PRINT" " 
1920 LPRINT" " 
1930 LPRINT" " 
1940 LPRINT" " 
1950 LPRINT" " 
1960 LPRINT" " 
1970 PRINT" ISOTOPE Ln[ER] 
Ln[ER" ALPHA/(RCD-1)*Q0]" 
1980 LPRINT" ISOTOPE Ln[ER] 
Ln[ER"ALPHA/(RCD-l)*Q0]" 
1990 PRINT" " 
2000 LPRINT" " 
2010 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
2020 PRINT USING" \ \ ##.###""-+/-
##•## ##•### """+/- ##•### 
ISO$(I),RHS(I),SRHS(I),LHS(I),SLHS(I) 
2030 LPRINT USING"\ \ ##.###--"+/-
##•## 
##•### +/- ##•### 
ISO$(I),RHS(I),SRHS(I),LHS(I)",SLHS(I) 
2032 NEXT I 
2034 DUM=2 
2036 OPEN A$ FOR OUTPUT AS # 1 
2038 PRINT# 1,USING"#,#";NISO,DUM 
2040 FOR 1=1 TO NISO 
2042 PRINT# 1,USING"#.#### #.#### ##.#### #•####"; 
RHS(I),SRHS(I);LHS(I);SLHS(I) 
2044 NEXT I 
2046 CLOSE #1 
2050 RETURN 
2060 REM PRINT USINC'ERROR NO.### IN FITALPHA LINE#####";ERR,ERL 
2070 REM PRINT"PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE": INPUT D$: RESUME 1230 
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